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KONFIG AND REKONFIG - TWO INTERACTIVE PREPROCESSING 
PROGRAMS TO THE NAVY/NASA ENGINE PROGRAM (NNEP) 
Laurence H. Fishbach 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
Lewis Research Center 
Cleveland, Ohio 
SUMMARY 
The NAVY/NASA Engine Program (NNEP)is a computer program that is currently 
being used to simulate the thermodynamic cycle performance of almost all types 
of turbine engines by many government, industry, and university personnel. 
NNEP uses arrays of input data to set up the engine simulation and component 
matching method as well as to describe the characteristics of the components. 
This report describes a preprocessing program (KONFIG) in which the user at a 
terminal on a time shared computer can interactively prepare the arrays of 
data required. It is intended to make it easier for the occasional or new 
user to operate NNEP. This report also describes REKONFIG, another prepro-
cessing program, in which the user can modify the component specifications of 
a previously configured NNEP dataset. It is intended to aid in preparing data 
for parametric studies and/or studies of similar engines such as mixed flow 
turbofans, turboshafts,etc. 
INTRODUCTION 
The NASA Lewis Research Center in conjunction with the Naval Air Development 
Center jOintly developed a computer code for simulating the thermodynamic 
cycle performance for arbitrary turbine engines, i.e., the code can assemble 
arbitrary combinations of specified types of components (such as ducts, com-
pressors, turbines, etc.) through the us'e of input variables rather than having 
to build'a computer code exclusively for each engine configuration. This com-
puter code, the NAVY/NASA Engine Program (NNEP), reference 1, extended the 
capabilities of an existing Navy code, NEPCO~1P (ref. 2), to include flow switch-
ing capabilities for variable.cycle engines, "stacked" component maps for 
variable geometry, optimization capability, a simple installation effects model 
as well as other changes either discussed in reference 1 or described in a pre-
viously unpublished User's Manual which was sent to each user of the code. It 
is assumed that the reader. of this report is already familiar with NNEP or. has 
access to reference 1. 
As of the present time, NNEP has been supplied to 41 government, industry, or 
university installations. Hhile NNEP was created to use a simplified input 
method, the occasion~l or new user still makes input errors of either omission 
\ 
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O~ commission, namely, leaving out required inputs or putting the data in the 
wrong slots in the input arrays. 'Therefore, it was decided that a separate, pre-
processor program to prompt the user in an interactive mode for the required input 
data, which would then prepare the data in the correct format for NNEP; would be 
beneficial. This report presents the User's Manual for NNEP (Appendix A), the 
listing of the code IIKONFIG" (Appendix B), and an illustration of it in use 
(Appendix C). The preprocessor program is available from the author in card form (318 cards). 
The versatility of the NNEP code in computer simulation of wide varieties of engine 
cycle and component arrangements is its most prominent feature, but it is also 
frequently used for conducting parametric studies of an engine once this engine 
has been configured through the use of inputs. 
To aid in the conducting of parametric studies and in studying similar engines, 
another preprocessor computer code has been written that starts with an existing 
dataset, tells the user what all the design (SPEC) values for each variable are 
and makes it exceptionally easy to change these values. When the user has imple-
mented all the changes, the code creates a new dataset incorporating the changes. 
Note that the CNTL, OPTV, and LIMV "components" cannot be changed using REKONFIG. 
This report presents the listing (Appendix D) of the code "REKONFIG" and an illu-
stration of it in use (Appendix E). REKONFIG is also available from the author in 
card form (240 cards). ' 
USER'S MANUAL 
As previously mentioned in the Introduction, the latest version (December 9, 1980) 
of the NNEP User's Manual has been included as Appendix A. This manual, not pre-
viously formally published, was sent with each request for NNEP. It defines the 
SPEC and DATOUT definitions for each component type and will allow the user to 
compare his/her final dataset with the manual to verify the input values. 
OPERATION OF KONFIG 
IIKONFIG II has been written in Fortran IV to be used in an interactive mode. To 
accomplish this, all II READs II are from unit 35. All IIHRITEslI for which the user 
will be expected to respond are written on unit 30. After each individual com-
ponent in the engine has had its input data supplied by the user, a copy of KONFIG 
and SPEC (or SPCNTL or SPLIMV) (see ref. 1) input images for that component is 
written onto unit 30 and another copy onto unit 6. If the user defines a dataset 
as being unit 6, the images will be saved for incorporation as NNEP input. 
"KONFIG II uses fixed field inputs. ' Each field is indicated at the terminal. The 
user can enter the input anywhere in this field if a decimal point is specified, 




EXAr1P ... E CASE 
, 
Appendix C coritains a photocopy of the jive (5) pa~es fro~ an actual terminal 
session for generating the input ca~ds fof a one-spool turbojet wh~ch uses maps 
for compressor and turbine performance. A block diagram of the engine showinq 














Controls are set t~ eliminateth~ee flow errors 'and one shaft-horsepower erro~.: 
The pressure rati,o of ,the turbine will be used to reduce the flow err'or' in the 
nozzle to zero.' The' "R" value of the compressor will reduce the flow error at 
the turbine face to zero. the in1~t airflow will reduce the flow error at the 
compressor face to zero, and the shaft speed wi 11 be used to reduce the s-ha ft , 
net horsepower error to zero. An optimization variable will be included but 
not turned on so that, when generating throttle curves, the nozzle area will 
be optimized to minimize the SFC of the engine. 
After the end (of configuring the engine) was indicated by inputting the word 
"done," the dataset written out onto unit 6 was processed through a text editor 
to eliminate all blanks to the right of column one. This set of processed images 
are shovin in Appendix C. They would form the basis of the final dataset that the 
user would prepare for running NNEP. 
The final dataset would be 
NAMELIST input identifying 
Manual, and the "&0 MODE = 
be added. 
. , 
generated by adding to the dataset a title card, the 
the variables shown on pages A2 and A3 of the User's 
1" and "&END" cards. The off-design cases would then 
OPERATION OF REKONFIG 
REKONFIG has been written in Fortran IV to be used in an interactive mode. To 
accomplish this, all "READs" of the initial dataset are from unit 9 and all 
"WRITEs" of the final dataset are to unit 10, and unit 8 is used as a scratch 
unit. This is identical to the way NNEP operates. The interactive capability 
of modifying the dataset has peen added by prompting the user for inputs by 
"WRITEs" on unit 30 and the user's responses "READ" from unit' 35. Upon executing 
the pl'ogram, the user is prompted to tell the code whether a change is desired 
in the input values for particular components (called out by component, numbers) 
or the entire engine (signalled by the user by just hitting "RETURN"). An example 
of each type of use will be shown. 
'.' 
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In operation, the code will print on unit 30 the component number that is being 
processed followed by a list of the input variables, their current values and 
a key letter which is used to identify each variable. Figure 1 sho\'/s a typical 
list for a compressor. To change a value, the user types in Golumn one the key 
letter followed by at least one blank followed by the new value which must have 
the decimal point included. For the current component, the user continues to 
change as many values as desired including rechanging any value. 
Three other key letters appear on the list, namely R, T, and Q. They serve the 
folloi~ing purposes: R (review) will cause the code to print the entire list over 
again for this component including the updated values of the variables; T (ter-
minate) signals the computer'to go on to the next component (either in the pre-
scribed list or by next higher component number if doing entire engine); and Q (quit) the user is done, finish creating the final dataset. 
EXAMPLE CASES 
Two example cases are shown in Appendix E. In the first, just the inlet and 
burner inputs will be changed. In the second, all the components will be changed. 
In both cases, the initial dataset is named SAMPLE.SEPFLOTF and represents 
a separate-flow turbofan engine. The identification to the computer of the 
various input and output units is shown. The final dataset has been processed 
through an additional editor to eliminate extraneous zeros and eliminate unneces-
sary blanks. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The preprocessor programs, described in this report can help to eliminate input 
errors to the NNEP computer program and are easy'to use. KONFIG leads the user 
through the engine component by component, prompting the user for the required 
inputs. REKONFIG is used to modify existing input datasets and can greatly 
reduce the time to prepare new datasets to be run on the NAVY/NASA engine pro-
gram NNEP. These codes are not, hO\,/ever, teachi ng devices. The user is expected 
to know how to run NNEP, how to IIconfigure li an engine, and how to set up the 
control philosophy. 
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BLEED FLOW f~AClIOH 
SCALE F ON CORR.SPEED 
CaRR AIRFLOW OR TABLE NO. 
SCALE f ON CaRR AIRFLOW 
EFF. OR T~BLE NO. 
SCALE F ON EFF. 
PRATIO OR HAP NO. 
SCALE F ON PRATIO 
3D HAP Z VALUE 




REVIEW ALL VALUES 
TERHINATE-GO ON TO NEXT COHPONENT 
QUIT-END OF PROCESSING FOR ENTIRE ENGINE 
Figure 1. - Typical key let~er 'list fo~ cbmpressor. 
JI.PPErJDIX A 
:mEP USER'S f1AUUAl 
Pa!le 
Input Instructions 2 
Inlets 6 
Ducts and Burners 7 
Compressors 8 
~urbines 9 




Water Injectors 14 
Shafts 15 
Loads 16 
Controls . 17 
Optiaization Variables 19 
Limitin!l Variables 21 
Marchins 22 




titiEe __ Ioeut._lost..tuct.iDOS 
Revision as of December 9,1980 
The variable cycle version of NEP differs dreatly froa the 
oridinal in terms of inputs. This writeup will atteapt to 
educate the user as to the new 'input form and to additions 
which have been aade to the code. 
NAMELIST is now used with ID the NAHELIST call. Data is read 
in on Unit 9 except for the component maps which are read on 
Unit 12. Output is on Unit 10. 
The first card read in on 9 is a title card for the cases 
and can be 60 characters in len~th. 
Followins this card will come the NAHELIST data. The first 
set of data read in consists of the followinS: ' 
NCOHP - the total number of components includind controls 
that will be confiSured throuSh all the aodes. Note 
that it is not necessary that anyone aode use all 
of the components. Note also that if a component is 
used in aore than one aode, its number aust not 
chanse from mode-to aode and that the saae number 
may not be used for more than one component. 
NOSTAT - the number of stations confiSured throuSh all of 
the modes.It is NOT necessary that these remain the 
sale throu~h all lodes, but it is advisable to keep 
as many the same as possible for clarity. 
NMODES - the total number of modes to be confisured. 
( Default value is 1 ) 
HODESN - desiSnates the desisn mode. ( Default is 1) 
IWAY - input IWAY=l if desisn point ( Default is 1 for 
first point~ and 0 for all other ~oints) 
TABLES - TRUE if maps are used, FALSE if not. ( Default:T 
ITPRT - if = 0 do not print ,tables <maps) on output 










1 normal runninS 
2 debus runninS ( output after each pass ) 
-1 or -2,saae as +1 & +2 BUT FULL PASS thru 
cycle is aade on each pass 
3 indicates that a seQuence of desisn points 
follows (shortens output) and obviates need 
to supply a ID IWAY=l lEND for each case 
A2 
LABEL - a control for printin~ a label at the tOP'of a pa~e 
to identify the point bein~ run. Set lABEL=F until 
off-desi~n points are run. Then, if labels are 
desired, set LABEL=T and follow the NAHELIST data 
with the label card ( 5ililar to the title card) 
See also PINPUT. ( Default is F) 
PUNT - set PUNT = T to use last ~ood point as set of first 
~~esses for next point. It is advisable to always 
have PUNT=T. ( DefaulttT ) 
LONG control for printin~ of history of the conver~ence 
process. It is advisable to have lONG=T for new 
proble.s. ( DefaulttT ) 
. PINPUT - a control for causin~ the NAHElIST input for a case 
to be printed on the output sheets prior to the 
results for that case. PINPUT causes a write on 
Unit 8 which lust therefore be DDEF'd. If PIHPUT is 
FALSE, no NAHELIST output will occur. ( Default:T) 
NCASE - set = to 1 for new desi~n case with NEW KONFIG 
(Default initially = 1, then set to 0) 
DRAW - set = T for fi~ure to be drawn ( DetaulttF) 
AHAC - set = T to punch data cards for AHAC ( DefaulttF) 
Installation effects have now been added to the prodra •• The 
followin~ inputs must appear on the first set of NAHELIST 
~data cards if installation effects are desired. If they are 
not desired, there is no need to input any of the. as the 
. default values will eli.inate the installation effects 
calculations. 
,BOAT - set BOAT=T for' boattail dra~ calculations 
SPILL - set SPILL=T for spilla~e & lip dra~ for inlet 
INLTDS - set = T at operatin~ condition for sizin~ the inlet 
(ie. mayor may not be set T on first set of cards) 
SPLDES - a.ount of desi~n spilla~e when INLTDS=T (fraction) 
AHINDS - fli~ht Mach nuaber at point where INLTDS is TRUE 
BLMAX - no lon~er an input. The inlet bleed is now set = to 
.016 * aa**1.5 
BPMAX - aaxiaua inlet bypass flow fraction·( usually at a 
Mach nu.ber of 1.6) not currently used. 
AJ 
I., , 
This is all of the data that is 'read on the, first NAHELIST 
read. If TABLES=T, the code will now do to Unit 12 and read 
in the aaps. The fora of data for the,maps is different froa 
that in the oridinal HEpreport. These aaps can now be 
stacked. It is best' to look at a set of existind aaps to 
determine the new foraat. At this'point we have told the 
code how many aodes are to be read in. We will now read in 
the confiduration data and specifications for these aodes. 
This is accomplished in NNEP throudh a DO LOOP. After NHODES 
of data have been read in, the prodraa will run HODESN as 
the desi~n point. 
Thus we now input ID HODE=l, and read in the data for mode 
1. We end this read with lEND, then input ID HODE=2, etc. 
Each of the component types has a different set of input 
variables. The fora however is invariate except for 
controls. Each of these types will now be discussed. 
For all types except controls and optiaization variables. 
data is read in the followins form • 
. KONFIG(1,N)='NAHE',JH1,JH2,JP1,JP2, 
SPEC(l,N) or SPECS(1,N)=Vl,V2, ••••• V15 (both names work) 
where N is the component number 
JHl is the primarY upstreaa airflow station number ,for flow 
components or the first component hooked ontq a shaft. 
JH2 is the secondary upstream station nuaber, or the second 
component hooked onto a shaft. 
JPl is the primarY downstream station number, or the third 
component hooked onto a shaft. 
JP2 is the secondary downstream station number, or fourth 
coaponent hooked onto a shaft. 
NAHE identifies the type of component and is entered in 
sinSle Quotes as follows 
'IHLT' = inlet 
'DUCT' = duct or burner 
'COHP' = compressor 
'TURD' = turbine 
'HTEX' = heat exchanSer 
'SPLT' = splitter 
'HIXR' = aixer 
'NOZZ' = nozzle 
'WINJ' = water injector 
'LOAD' = load 
'SHFT' = shaft 
'CNTL' = control 
A4 
'OPTV' = optiaization variable 
'LI"V' = liait variable 
SPECS are now used to fill an 8rra~ DATINP inside NNEP. Soae 
.DATINP are not reouired as .. inputs or. have their values 
.£hansed internall~. We will now discuss SPEC, DATINP, and an 
· updated DATINP* printed on the' output, and DATOUT for each 
coaponent type. 
:.BY settins the variable ENDIT=l any place in an input 
dataset, execution will terainate at the PREVIOUS case. ' 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
The followins suas UP the aaJor chan~es to NNEP that are 
~ncorporated in this "ANUAL: 
· the ability to calculate COOLING reauireaents on B row by 
· row basis 'in the turbine has been added. Coolin~ type aBY 
be different for each row. Decreases in turbine .efficiency 
~an also be .accounted for. The aethod is docuaented in NASA 
T" 81453, Feb. 1980 by J. W. Gauntner of NASA Lewis (see 
PAGE 10) 
The ability to override the standard THERMO routine of NNEP 
with one capable of calculatinS the properties for any 
· carbon to hydroSen ratio and account for dissociation (see. 





SPEC( 1)= DATINP( 1) = DATINP* ( 
SPEC( 2)= DATINP( 2)= DATINP*< 
SPEC( 3)= DATINP( 3)= DATINP*( 
SPEC( 4)= DATINP( 4)= DATINP*(. 
SPEC( 5)= DATINP< 5)= DATINP*< 
SPEC( 6)= DATINP( 6)= DATINP*( 
SPEC( 7)= DATINP( 7)= DATINP*< 
SPEC( B)= DATINP( 8)= DATINP*( 






1)-inlet wei~ht flow-Ib/sec 
2)-Tos - free strea. temp -R 
3)-Pos - free stream P-Ib/in2 
4)-:-inlet dra~ Table ref. 
number- if blank computed 
5)-Hach nu.ber at inlet 
6)-inlet recovery, constant 
or Table ref. number 
If =0, Hil Spec is used 
7)-it SPEC(6)= Ret t,7=lax 
permitted flow in table 
B)-if SPEC(6)= Ref t,B=5cale 
factor on flow 
9)-Altitude-feet, only used 
if Tos and Pos=O (see a) 
(~eo.etric altitude) 
-fla at inlet,usually = 0 
If non zero, SPEC(9) is 
Seopotential altitude 
-del T to be added to Tos 
(usually 0) (see a) 
-BLANK 
-BLANK 
(a) If Del T is to be added to Tos, Altitude (SPEC(9» 
cannot be zero, thus for SLS, set SPEC(9)=.0000l 
NOTEt MACH,ALTP, and ETAR can replace SPECS 5,9,and 6 
OUTPUTS 
DATOUT(l) -inlet dras from Table or computed 
DATOUT(2) -velocity -ft/sec 
DATOUT(3) -velocity - knots 
, DATOUT(4) -ram temperature ratio 
DATOUT(5) -raa pressure ratio 
DATOUT(6) -Mach number 
DATOUT(7) -inlet recovery -exit total pressure/ram pressure 
DATOUT(B) -exit te.perature/51B.67 
DATOUT(9) -altitude - feet 
{\ 6 
!.DUCI!.:JI:k:eEs2 
COIPonent t~pe 'DUCT' is used for ducts, burners, and afterburners. 
INPUTS 
SPEC( 1)= DATINP( 1)= DATINP*( 
SPEC( 2)= DATINP( 2)= DATINP*< 
SPEC( 3)= DATINP( 3)= DATINP*< 
SPEC( 4)= DATINP< 4)= DATINP*( 
SPEC( 5)= DATINP< 5)= DATINP*< 
SPEC( 6)= DATINP< 6)= DATINP*< 
SPEC( 7)= DATIHP< 7)= DATINP*( 
SPEC( B)= DATINP( 8)= DATINP*< 




i)-del PIP pressure drop or 
Table ref nuaber 
2)-optional,desiSn duct Mach 
nuaber. see (a) 
3)-BlANK 
4)-burner Dutlet teap -R 
if DUCT-BLANK 
5)-burner efficiencY or 
Table reference nuaber 
if DUCT-BLANK 




7)-cross sectional area of 
duct or burner (see a) 
B)-ratio of inlet entrance 
bleed flowltotalbleed 
available -DUCT only 
9)-exit bleedl total flow 
-fract. air'not heated 
BLANK 
BLANK 
(a) If SPEC(2) is input, then area DATINP*(7) will be 
calculated at the desiSn point. This area is then 
used to calculate aomentua pressure drop. 
OUTPUTS 
DATOUT(l) -del PIP from moaentu. pressure drop 
(SPEC(2) or SPEC(7) was specified) 
,DATOUT(2) -del PIP from DATINP(l)=SPEC(l) 
DATOUT(3) -pressure ratio at duct inlet used to co.pute inlet 
Mach nuaber (Total/Static) 
DATOUT(4) -fuel flow/ duct inlet weiSht flow 
DATOUT(5) -cross sectional area - in2 
DATOUT(6) -fuel flow - lb/hr 
DATOUT(7) -inlet Mach number (if SPEC(2) or (7) was specified 
at the desisn point) 
DATOUT(B) -burner efficiency 
DATOUT(9) -burner outlet temperature (before bypass added) 
A7 
.. 
-. ' , 
~,' I 
INPUTS 
SPEC( 1)= DATINP( 1)= DATINPt< 
SPEC( 2)= DATINP( 2)= DATINPt( 
SPEC( 3)= DATINP( 3)= 
DATINPt( 
SPEC( 4)= DATINP( 4)= DATINPt( 
SPEC( 5)= DATINP( 5)= 
DATINP*< 
SPEC( 6)= DATINP( 6)= DATIHP*( 
SPEC( 7)= DATINP( 7)= 
DATIHP*< 
SPEC( S)= DATINP( S)= DATINP*< 








l)-R value used to read Tables 
2)-coap. bleed flow/total flow 
-scale factor on NI = 0 
( usually = 1 ) 
3)-N/ froa map t scale f 
4)-W / or Table ref no. = 0 
-Scale f on W I = 0 
< .usuallY = 1 ) 
5)-W I actual scale factor 
= WcoIP/W.ap 
6)- coapt adia. eff or Tab. I 
- coap, adia. eff at desi~n 
7)-scale f on for asps 
B)-coap PR or table ref. no. 
-scale f on pressure ratio 
9)-if SPEC(13) is input. *9 
is calculated scale f 
-3rd dia. ar~ value on aap 
-fractional bleed horsepower 
loss due to intersta~e bleed 
= 0 aeans all bleed after 
full compression 
-desired adia. eft. at des.pt. 
-desired PR at Rand NI 
-NI tor desi~n pt. on aaps 
-BLANK 
OUTPUTS 
DATOUT(1) -horsepower reauired (ne~ative) 
DATOUT(2) -phYsical rpa 
DATOUT(3) -3rd. Dia. ar~uaent on coapressor aaps 
DATOUT(4) -R value used on aaps 
DATOUT(S) -sur~e aar~in in percent 
DATOUT(6) -H/ used to read aaPS 
DATOUT(7) -scale tactor on W I 
DATOUT(S) -coapressor efficiency 
DATOUT(9) -compressor pressure ratio 






SPEC( 1)= DATINP( 1)= DATINP*( 
SPEC( 2)= DATINP( 2)= DATINP*( 
.SPEC( 3)= DATINP( 3)= 
. DATlHP*< 
SPEC( 4)= DATINP( 4)= DATIHP*( 
SPEe( 5)= DATINP( 5)= 
" DATINP*< 
· . 
SPEC( 6)= DATINP( 6)= DATINP*< 
SPEC( 7)= DATINP( 7)= 
DATINP*< 
" 
· SPEC< B)= DATINP( B)= 
DATINP*( 
· SPEC( 9)= DATINP( 9)= DATINP*( 
· SPEC(10)= DATINP(lO)= 
. SPEC(11)= DATINP(11)= 
.. SPEC(12)= DATINP(12)= 
SPEC(13)= DATINP(13)= 
.SPEC(14)= DATINP(14)='** 
· SPEC(15)= DATINP(15)= ** 
I)-pressure ratio at desi~n 
point on aBPS 
2)-total bleed into turbinel 
total bleed available 
-;scale f on HI '(usu.=1) 
3)-calculated scale f to 
,aatch speeds at des.pt. 
~)~W ' ./P or Table ref. no. 
-scale f on W IP (usu.=1) 
5)-calculated scale f to 
.atch airflow at des.p..t. 
6)-turb adia. eft or Tab.no. 
-desi~n turb. adia. eff. 
7)-scale f to ~et desi~n eff 
at desi~n point on aaps 
-scalet'on PR (usually=1) 
8)-scale f calculated to ~et 
desired PR on aap 
9)-turb •. bleed flow at ent.1 
total bleed flow 
-3rd dia, ar~ value on aap 
-desired at desi~n pt • 
-NI at desi~n pt. on aap 
-turbine horsepower split 
(usuallY=1> 
~factor for coolin~ type 
-nuaber of turbine sta~es 
OUTPUTS 
DATOUT(l) -horsepower produced by turbine (positiYe) 
.DATOUT(2) -phYsical rp • 
.. DATOUT(3) -3rd.diaension arsuaent value on turbine aaps 
· ~ATOUT(4) -pressure ratio used in Table lookup 
· DATOUT(5) -scale factor on HI . 
DATOUT(6) -HI used in Table lookup 
.DATOUT(7) -scale factor on W IP 
· DATOUT(8) -turbine efficiency 
.DATOUT(9) -turbine overall pressure ratio 
(** see next PBSe for defs. t .ore coolinS instructions) 
, , 
'1 .. :'1"';'''''' k' '" , .. , '. i ' 
, ',J' 
, . /. . ~ 
CQQliQ~_CalculatiaDs_ae~_I~~Bl.53 
In order to calculate bleed. reauireaents. the followin~ 
. procedures are to be followed: 
CALBLD is set TRUE where bleed reauireaent is to be 
deteuined. 
A conbol aust. be set to"vary SPEC(2) of the.coapressor 
.. where bleed is bein~ reaoved.to drive 'PERF' 15 to zero • 
. Your other controls aay or aaY.not be turned on - aake sure 
,.YOU set. the. to operate. the way. you .. want thea tal For 
. exaaple. do YOU want BPR to be chan~in~'8t the desi~n point? 
.SPEC(14).is.set to indicate type of coolin~ row by rowt 
,.~SPEC(14)=coolin~ type row by row thru turbine 
.. See TABLE I 
, Default value=88 (1 sta~e turbine with full fila coolin~) 
SPEC(15)= nuaber of turbine sta~es and .is only used in 
.sizin~ bleed rea~ire.ents. (Default is 1 sta~e) 
.ELIFE=desired.en~ine life (Default 10000 hrs.) 
YEARV=year of first service of vane (Def~ult .1985) 
YEARB=year of first service of blade. (Default 1985) 
;NEWEFF=calculate new turbine efficiency due to coolin~ 
.. JDefault=.FALSE.) 
.. for all other cases after sizin~ the bleed. YOU "UST set 
SPEC(9) of the bleed control to ZERO and CALBLD=.FALSE. 
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SPEC( 1)= DATINP( 
SPEC( 2)= DATINP( 
SPEC( 3)= DATINP( 
SPEC( 4)= DATINP( 
SPEC( 5)= DATINP( 




1)= DATINP*( l)-del PIP or Tab. ref' "ain 
2)= DATINP*(2)-del PIP or Table. Sec'd 
3)= DATINP*< 3)-del T rise (~uess value) 
4)= DATINP*( 4)-effectiveness or Tab ref • 




DATOUT(l) -delta PIP .ain flow 
DATOUT(2) -delta PIP secondar~ flow 
DATOUT(3) -BLANK 
DATOUT< 4) -effecti ve'ness 
DATOUT(5) -scale factor on effectiveness 
DATOUT(6) -delta T calculated 
DATOUT(7) -delta TI (T hot- T cold) 




SPEC( 1)= DATINP( 1)= DATINP*( l)-b~ pass ratio 
(W bypass/W aain) 
SPEC( 2)= DATINP( 2)= DATINP*( 2)-del PIP .ain strea. 
SPEC( 3)= DATINP( 3)= DATINP*( 3)-del PIP 2nd. stream 
ALL REST BLANK 
OUTPUTS 
DATOUT(l) -b~ pass ratio 
DATOUT(2) -delta PIP in the primarY flow strea. 
DATOUT(3) -delta PIP in the secondar~ flow strea. 
ALL REST BLANK 
WARNING: The proSraa expects each splitter to result in an 
extra nozzle or a .ixer. If such is not the case, use a DUCT 
with SPEC=S*O, (b~pass flowl total flow) 
All 
SPEC( 1)= DATINP( 1)= 
SPEC( 2)= DATINP< 2)= 
, . 






-inlet area of aain flow 
not needed if SPEC(3) is 
specified 
I)-inlet area of aain flow 
-inlet area of secondary 
not needed if SPEC(3) is 
. specified 
2)-inlet area of secondary 
-total to static pressure 
ratio at aain flow inlet 
if > t, if < 1 = Hach • 
SPEC, 4)= DATINP( 4)= DATINP*( 
. (at desiSn point) 
3)-total to static pressure 
ratio (calculated if both 
SPEC(l) & SPEC(7) siyen 
4)-Yelocity coefficient on 
aixed flow velocity 
l=ideal,<l=less than id. 
. SPEC( 5)= DATINP( 5)= DATINP*< 5)-if=1 total inlet area is 
held fixed as 2nd area 
yaries.(see Note). If=O 
runs as before. 




Note: To siaulate a VABI set SPEC(5)=1. Then as you chanSe 
the secondary inlet area either throu~h a control or OPTV 
.the priaarY area will adJust to aaintain fixed total. The 
priaarY area .ay NOT be Yaried- it will be oYer-ridden. 
OUTPUTS 
DATOUT(l) -asin flow area - in2 
.DATOUT(2) -secondarY flow area - in2 
- DATOUT(3) -total to static pressure ratio at aain flow inlet 
DATOUT(4) -total to static pressure ratio at secondary flow 
DATOUT(5) ~velocity at aain flow inlet 
DATOUT(6) -velocity at secondary flow inlet 
:riATOUT(7) -exit aixed flow velocity 
.DATOUT(B) -static pressure difference between streaas 





SPEC( 1)= DATINP( 1)= 
DATINP*( 
SPEC( 2)= DATINP( 2)= DATINP*( 
SPEC( J)= DATINP( J)= DATINP*( 
SPEC( 4)= DATINP( 4)= 
DATINP*( 
'SPECC 5)= DATINP( 5)= DATINP*( 
SPEC( 6)= DATINP( 6)= DATI~P*( 
,SPEC< 7)= DATINP( 7)= DATINP*( 
SPECC B)= DATINP( B)= DATINP*( 
SPECC'9)= DATINP( 9)= DATINP*< 
, ~PEC(10)= thru 
,l?PEC(15)= 
-flow a~ea (in2), exit for 
conv.,throat for C-D nozz 
l)-calc. flow area at des.pt. 
2)-flow coeff. or Tab. ref •• 
J)-BLANK 
-nozz exit static pressure 
lb/in2 (if 0 see SPEC(9» 
4)-nozz exit static pressure 
or coaponent no. (see 9) 
5)-Cv,vel. coeff or Tab' 
6)-swltch,=O=conv,=1=C-D 
7)-area switch,=O fix area to 
input value, =1 vary area 
to .atch flow reauired 
(see a) 
B)-BLANK 
9)-lf SPEC(4)=O,set SPEC(9) 
to coaponent • of inlet 
-BLANK 
-BLANK 
(a) When runnin~ duct or afterburnin~ cases, SPEC(7) is 
usually set = to 1 after a dry case has been run. Be 
sure to reset to 0 before a new dry case is atteapted. 
OUTPUTS 
DATOUT(1) -dross Jet thrust -lb 
DATOUT(2) -actual Jet velocity -ft/sec 
DATOUT(3) -total to static pressure ratio at throat 
DATOUT(4) -nozzle exit area - in**2 
, DATOUT(5) -nozzle throat area -in**2 
DATOUT(6) -Cd -flow coefficient 
DATOUT(7) -Cv - velocity coefficient 
DATOUT(B) -critical pressure ratio at throat 




A reasonable approxi.ation to water inJector results is now 
.available. Cp, R, and ~a •• a are chan~ed as if the water was 
fuel. No .ap chan~es are built in. 
INPUTS 
SPEC( 1)= DATINP( 1)= DATINP*( 
SPEC( 2)= DATINP( 2)= DATINP*( 
SPEC( 3)= DATINP( 3)= DATINP*( 
SPEC( 4)= DATINP( 4)= DATINP*< 
.SPEC( 5)= thru 
SPEC(IS)= 








DATOUT(1) -actual water I air. ratio 
DATOUT(2) -input value of fraction vaporized 
DATOUT(3) -saturation value of water I air 
DATOUT(4) -actual.fraction vaporized 
DATOUT(S) -delta T 
,DATOUT(6) -water flow rate in lbs/hr 
DATOUT(7) -pressure drop 
DATOUT(S) -BLANK 
. DATOUT(9) -BLANK 
NOTE: To turn ON the water injector, SPEC(l) HUST be 
non-zero. The input value of SPEC(1) will be used 
unless SPEC(4) is eoual to 1 in which case SPEC(!) 
will be over-ridden by the saturation value. 
To turn OFF the water injector, set SPEC(1) to ZERO. 
Even thou~h SPEC(4) .ay be eaual to 1 (saturation) 
NO water will be injected. 
~ . 
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4 . ~SUEI~=JIleE=ll' 
INPUTS 
SP£C( 1)= DATINP( 1)= DATINP*< 1)-actual shaft.rpa 
SPEC( 2)= DATINP( 2)= DATINP*( 2)-Sear ratio JH1 coaponent 
coapt rpal shatt rpa 
SPEC( 3)= DATINP( 3)= DATINP*( 3)-Sear ratio JH2 coaponent 
r coapt rpal shatt rpa 
.. SPEC( 4)= DATINP( 4)= DATINP*( 4)-Sear ratio JPl coaponent 
coapt rPII shaft rpa 
~PEC( '5)= DATINP( '5)= DATINP*< '5)-sear ratio JP2 coaponent 
coapt rpal shatt rpa 
.. ~PEC( 6)= DATINP( 6)= DATINP*( 6)-aech. ett. JHlcoaponent 
actual HP I ideal HP 
SPEe( 7)= DATINP( 7)= DATINP*C 7)-aech. etf. JH2 coaponent 
actual HP I ideal HP 
SPEC( 8)~ DATINP( 8)= DATINP*( S)-mech. eff. JPl coaponent 
., actual HP I ideal HP 
SPECe 9)= DATINP< 9)= DATINP*< 9)-lech. eff. JP2 coaponent 
actual HP I ideal HP 
.SPEC(10)= t.hru -BLANK 
SPECCI5)= -BLANK 
OUTPUTS 
DATOUT(l) -net shaft horsepower (reouired-delivered) 
DATOUT(2) -act.ual shaft. rpm 
DATOUT(3) -act.ual shaft. rpm of JHl 
DATDUT(4) -actual shaft. rpm of JH2 
DATDUT(5) -act.ual shaft. rPI of JPl 
.DATDUT(6) -act.ual shaft. rPI JP2 
DATDUT(7) -BLANK 
DATDUT(B) -net. shaft. horsepower I t.otal horsepower 
DATOUT(9) -BLANK 
NOTE: If one shaft is to be connected to another shaft in 
order to have more than 4 components on the same 
shaft, then: the LOWER component nUlber shaft. must 
be the . FIRST component of the HIGHER nuaber shaft. 
At least one TURBINE must be on the HIGHER nuaber 
shaft. The cont.rol on horsepower balance must var~ 
the SHAFT SPEED of the LOWER number shaft t.o drive 




SPEC( 1)= DATINP( 1)= DATINP*( 1)-load HP (nesative) or 
Table reference nu.ber 
SPEC( 2)= DATINP( 2)= DATINP*< 2)-propeller effie. or O. 
SPEC( 3)= DATINP( 3)= DATINP*(3)-thrust/SHP at SLS 
ALL THE REST ARE BLANK 
Note - there are no JH1,JH2,JP1,JP2 nu.bers on the KONFIG 
card, thus: KONFIG(l,N)='LOAD', 
OUTPUTS 
DATOUT(1) -load horsepower (nesative) 
.DATOUT(2) -actual shaft rpa 
D.ATOUT(3) -prDPeller thrust ** 
ALL THE REST ARE BLANK 
** WARNING: When the flisht velocity is zero, the eauation 
for propeller thrust beco.es indeter.inate and 
the thrust is set to zero, 
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!.CHIL!.:JIYeEs12 
As previously lentioned, the SPECIFICATION and KONFIG cards 
for controls differ frol those of the other 'coIPonents' 
The confi~uration card reads: 
KOHFIG(l,H)='CNTL', 




Nl=the DATIHP(Hl) of H2 which is to be varied 
N2=the cOIPonent nUlber of the cOIPonent bein~ varied 
NAHE='STAP' if station propertv (STATP) 
='DOUT' if DATOUT 
='PERF' if perforlance propertv 
N3=nulber of station propertv 
or DATOUT<N3) 
or PERFOR(N3) 
N4=flow station nUlber if 'STAP' 
=colPonent nUlber if 'DOUT' 
=0 if 'PERF' 
VALUE=value to be achieved 
TOL=tolerance as fraction of value, if =1, 
default value of .001 will be used, 
(0.0005 if Optilizin~) 
if = zero, control is turned oft 
HINV=minilul allowable value - if zero i~nored 
HAXV=laxilul allowable value - if zero i~nored 
For PERFOR or STATP, the followin~ Table applies 
N3 PERFOR STATP 
1 total en~ine airflow weisht flow 
2 Sross Jet thrust total pressure 
3 fuel flow total temperature 
4 net Jet thrust fuel to air ratio 
5 TSFC corrected flow W T/P 
6 net thrust/airflow Hach nuaber 
7 total inlet dras static pressure 
8 total brake shaft HP interface corrected flow error 
9 net thrust with 
installation dra~s 
10 net SFC 
11 inlet dras (li~ + spillaSe) 
12 boattail dras 
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You would read the SPCNTl card as follows: 
Vary DATINP(N1) of co.ponent H2 to .ake either 
a) station property(N3) at flow station(N4) ~oual to VALUE 
with tolerance TOl; or 
b) DATOUT(N3) of co.ponent(N4) eoual to VALUE with tolerance 
TOl; or 
c) perfor.ance property(N3) eoual to VALUE with tolerance TOl 
NOTE: in the case of 'STAP' and 'DOUT' controls, N3 will usually 
=B (flow interface error for STAP, 
static pressure difference in .ixers, 
delta T error in HX's and net HP error in shafts) 
If TOl=O. the control is turned off, to turn it back on see 
below. SPCNTl input can ONLY be used at the DESIGN POINT. 
Of'-desi~n point data is re.d in with SPEC data as below. 
SPEC(1)= DATINP(1)= DATINP*(1)-fraction 01 VALUE used 10r 
.archin~ (see "ARCHING) 
SPEC(2)= DATINP(2)= DATINP*(2)-.ini.u. allowable value 
SPEC(3)= DATINP(3)= DATINP*(3)-.axi.u. allowable value 
SPEC(4)= DATINP(4)= DATINP*(4)-Nl 
SPEC(S)= DATINP(S)= DATINP*(S)-VAlUE 
SPEC(6)= DATINP(6)= DATINP*(6)-N3 if 'STAP',otherwise BLANK 
SPEC(7)= DATINP(7)= DATINP*(7)-N3 if 'DDUT',otherwise BLANK 
SPEC(B)= DATINP(B)= DATINP*(B)-N3 if 'PERF',otherwise BLANK 
SPEC(9)= DATINP(9)= DATINP*(9)-TOL,if = 0, control inactive 
. if value ~iven for TOl, then 
control is activated 
There is no DATOUT array for controls. 
AlB 
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The abilit~ to optiaize variables is now possible in "HEP. 
The for. of the KONFIG card for an 'OPTU' is as follows: 
KONFIG(l,N)='OPTU',O,O,NC,O, 
where NC is the nu.ber of the coaponent havin~ the 
independent variable 
The specifications are read in as for nor.al co.ponents 
SPEC(l)=DATIHP(l)-BLAHK 
~SPEC(2)=DATIHP(2)-ainiBua allowable value of the variable 
(if = 0, there is no .iniaua constraint) 
SPEC(3)=DATINP(3)-aaxiaua allowable value of the variable 
.. (if = 0, there is no aaxi.ua constraint) 
. SPEC(4)=DATIHP(4)-a value of 1 to 15 indicatin~ which DATIHP 
of coaponent NC is the independent 
variable 
SPEC(5 to B)= DATINP(5 to B)-BLANK 
SPEC(9)=DATINP(9)-switch to turn ON or OFF this variable 
If set=O,. this variable is OFF 
If set=l, this variable is ON 
There is no DATOUT arra~ for opti.ization variables 
There are additional inputs to NNEP when 'OPTV' co.ponents 
are present. These are: 
TOLOPT - Criteria of conversence on DEPENDENT variable. 
Default value is 0.0002 
NJOPT - Coaponent number which indicates the location 
of the dependent variable (if 0, the dependent 
variable is not a DATOUT parameter) 
NVOPT - if NJOPT = 0 
>O=.in A value of 1 to 12 indicatinS which perfor.ance 
<O=aax propert~ is the dependent variable 
if NJOPT = 0 
A value of 1 to 9 indicatin~ which DATOUT of 
component NJOPT is the dependent variable 
To turn off the optimization, NVOPT .ust be set to 0 
As an exaaple of the use of an 'OPTV', let us assu.e that 
.we have MARCHED to Mach 1.4 at 40000 feet and then throttled 
back to 50 percent F/Wa (see paSe 19) 
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We can now set SPEC(1,20)=1 to hold the F/Ua at the 
present value. If we want to .1nl.lze the SFC holding F/Ua 
constant and opti.izins TIT, we would do the followinS. 
Assu.e that co.ponent 5 was. the .ain burner, and that we 
have used only 20 co.ponents. We would have created at 
the beSinning another co.ponent as follows. 
KONFIG(1,21)='OPTV',O,0,5,O,SPEC(1,21)=0,0,0,4,0,0,O,0 ,0, 
Which says that DATINP(4) (burner outlet T) of co.ponent 5 
(the .ain burner) is the independent variable. There is no 
mini.ua value or .axiaua and since SPEC(9)=0 it is OFF 
Now we set SPEC(9,21)=1 and NVOPT=5 to .ini.ize SFC 
The max incre.ent in TIT would be = 50 desrees in 1 step 
NOTE: A variable DEBUG is defaulted to zero. If yOU want to 




Lilli t Variables 
It is now possible to specify aini.u. and .axi.u. allowable 
values for any DATOUT, STATION PROPERTY, or PERFORMANCE 
PROPERTY. 
This ability already exists for CONTROL and OPTIMIZATION 
variables (see 'CNTL' and 'OPTV') 
Now, when a li.it has been exceeded, a WARNING will be 
printed on the output sheet. 
If optiaization is in effect, the criteria of merit will be 
penalized by a penalty function to drive YOU away fro. the 
boundar!:!. 
The form of a 'LIHV' is as follows: 
KONFIG(l,N)='LIHV' 
The inputs at the DESIGN POINT are: 
SPLIHV(l)= BLANK 
SPLIHV(2)= minimum allowable value 
SPLIHV(3)= maximum allowable value 
SPLIHV(4)= 'DOUT', or 'STAP', or 'PERF' 
SPLIHV(5)= DATOUT NOt' or Station Prop. NOt or Perfor. No. 
SPLIHV(6)~ Component NOt or Station NOt or BLANK 
SPLIHV(7)= BLANK 
SPLIHV(S)= BLANK 
SPLIHV(9)= On/Off switch, 1=on, O=off 
Off-design use SPEC(2) to chanSe minimum value 
SPEC(3) to chanSe maximum value 








A new feature has been added to NNEP. The best way to tell 
the user about it is to deaonstrate its use. 
Let us suppose you wish to aake a plot of F/Ua versus nozzle 
area at Hach 1.4, 40000 feet. You could run the ensine at 
1.4,40000, note what F/Ua is, and then use a control on 
nozzle area to drive F/Ua to various values. The doSwork of 
doinS this has been eliainated as follows. 
When yOU confisure the enSine, build in a control on nozzle 
area and F/Ua as follows - suppose coaponent 10 is the 
nozzle, and if coaponent 20 is the new control, 
KONFIO(1,20)='cntl',spcntl(1,20)=1,10,'PERF',6,O,anyvalue,O 
which says - vary DATINP(1) (nozzle area) of component(10) 
(nozzle) so that perforaance property(6) (F/Ua) has a value 
ot (doesn't aatter) with a tolerance of zero (turns OFF the 
control) 






What this will do is detect froa SPEC(1,20) not eaual to 0, 
that you want to store the last value of PERF(6) in VALUE 
(the tarSet answer) and will then set 
TARGET VALUE=f1 * the present VALUE Thus, the present 
value of (F/Wa) is calculated by the proSra., and DATINP(1) 
of coaponent(10) will now be used to drive PERF(6) (F/Wa) to 
the TARGET VALUE. We could at the same tiae for instance 
have held thrust constant by puttins a control on TIT to 
make thrust any thins and when we caae to 1.4,40000 set f1 
for this control=1. 
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Consider the TABLE DATA as 3 Dimensional, co.posed of a 
series of planes with each plane assisned a value called Z. 
Then, on each Z plane, the Dependent Variable (ordinate 
axis), F(X,y,Z=Constant) is a 2 Diaensional Function of X, 
(absicca axis or column position) and Y (row position). 
Each TABLE representins a sinsle Table Look-up has the 
followins INPUT DATA CARD Setup. 
Card 1 TABLE Reference Number (Inteser, col 2-5) 
TABLE Identification Label, Col 6-75 
Card 2 Z-Identifier (4 Character S~mbol, col 1-4) 
NZ-Nu.ber of Z values (Inteser, col 6 & 7) 
Z-Variable values,7Fl0., Besinnins in Column 11. If 
needed, extra cards follow 10X,7Fl0. Format. 
Z values HUST be .in ascendinS order. 
Card 3 V-Identifier (4 Character S~.bol, col 1-4) 
NY-Nu.ber of Y values (Inteser, col 6 & 7) 
V-Variable values,7Fl0., Besinnins in Column 11. If 
needed, extra cards follow 10X,7F10. Format. 
Y values HUST be in ascendins order. 
Card 4 X-Identifier (4 Character S~mbol, col 1-4) 
NX-Number of X values (Inteser, col 6 & 7) 
X-Variable values,7F10., Besinnins in Column 11. If 
needed, extra cards follow 10X,7Fl0. Format. 
X values MUST be in ascendinS order. 
Card 5 F(X,Y,Z)-Identifier (4 Character S~mbol, col 1-4) 
NX-Nuaber of X values (InteSer, col 6 & 7) 
F(X,Y,Z)-Variable values,7Fl0., Besinnins in Column 
11. If needed, extra cards follow 10X,7Fl0. Format. 
These Values correspond to the values on the X 
Identifier Card. 
Last Card 3 Character S~mbol EDT in col 1-3 
The remainins cards follow the same basic format as the 
cards before. The first X and F(X,Y,Z) cards are for the 
first Y value in the first Z plane. This series of Card 4 & 
5 t~pes is repeated for each Y value until the Y values in 
the first plane are exhausted. Followins this last F(X,Y,Z) 
identifier is a Y identifier card (t~pe 3) with the next Y 
values for the second Z plane. This series is repeated for 
the reaainins Z planes. In each plane where X variable 
values are not chansins, once defined, the~ need not be 
repeated. See example fo~ a sample listins. 
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LIMITATIONS 
1) NZ, NY, and NX .ay not be:blank or zero 
2) 30 TABLES Maxi.ua 
3) NZ, NY, and NX are li.itted,to 100 or less 
4) A zero or blank table refere~ce number will halt the 
read 
5) A stora~e overflow .essa~e will result if TABLE stora~e 
exceeds li.its set in TREAD Subroutine. 
SAHPLE HAP 
269 TURBINE EFFICI~NCY vs. PR, RPH, and BETA 
BETA 2 40. 60. 
RPM 3 100. 110. 140. 
PR 4 1.1 1.3 1.4 2.0 
EFF 4 0.9 0.92 0.82 0.91 
PR 3 1.1 1.9 1.9 
EFF 3 0.9 0.93 0.92 
EFF 3 0.79 0.92 0.83 
RPM 3 100. 110. 140. 
PR 5 1.1 1.3 1.4 2.0 2.2 
EFF 5 0.9 0.91 0.915 0.82 0.91 
EFF 5 0.91 0.91 0.82 0.94 0.93 
EFF 5 0.93 0.94 0.85 0.94 0.93 
EDT 
Note: For Coapressors- X=R, Y=N, Z=BETA, F(X,Y,Z)=W,PR,& ETA 
For Turbines - X=PR, Y=N, Z=BETA, F(X,Y,Z)=W and ETA 
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HISCELL6HEOUS 
IDONE(l to 60) is an array of switches tellinS whether or 
not a coaponent N has been desiSned. IDONE(N)=O aeans NO, 
IDONE(N)=l aeans YES. If a coaponent N is entered and the 
code detects that IDONE(N)=O then, the component will be 
desisned based on the conditions at that moment. This mayor 
aay not be what YOU desire. Thus, if YOU switch modes and 
encounter a new nozzle, you .aY want to input IDONE(N)=l and 
a value for the throat area for the nozzle. On the other 
hand, if as in the exaaple input case which follows, YOU 
want to redesisn the main nozzle and desisn the new nozzle 
when YOU sO fro. mixed to separate flow mode, YOU can reset 
IDONE(N) for the main nozzle to zero and both nozzles will 
be designed. How and when to use IDONE as a tool will best 
come from experience. 
Othet_Euels_aDd_DissociatioD 
In order to run either other fuels and/or dissociation, two 
subroutines must be added. The first, THERH, overrides the 
standard THERH in NNEP and calls TLAM which is a codinS of 
the method developed at NASA Langley by Hascitti 
(TN D-4747). 
Two new inputs are reBuired: 
C2HRAT-carbon to hydrogen ratio (by atoms) 
(Default 0.5245035801 (JP4» 
TFUEL-fuel te.perature (Default 530. R) 
at NASA Lewis set NEWLIB=NEWNNEP.LIB.DIS 
'1,:,1',1/ ,r? 
APPENDIX B 
PROGRAr4 LISTING FOR KONFIG 
. ' . 
REAL HACH 000'0100 
DIHENSION IWORD(15), KONFIG(5,60), SPEC<15,60),,1 SPCNTL(9,60), SPLl 0000200 
".' " 
1HV<15,60) , .: 0000300 
DATA IWORD/4HINLT,4HDUCT,4HWINJ,4HCOHP,4HTURB,4HHTEX,4HSPLT,4HHIXR 0000400 
1,4HNOZZ,4HLOAD,4HSHFT,4HCNTL,4HOPTV,4HLIHV,4H****I,STAP,DOUT,PERFI 0000500 
24HSTAP,4HDOUT,4HPERF/,KDONE/4HDONEI 0000600 
WRITE (30,800) 0000700 
DO 330 JCX=1,60 0000800 
XH1=0 . i. 0000900 
XH2=0 0001000 
XH3=0 0001100 
DO 10 K=1,15 0001200 
IF (K.LT.6) KONFIG(K,JCX)=O 0001300 
IF (K.LT.12) SPCNTL(K,JCX)=O. 0001400 
SPLIHV(K,JCX)=O. 0001500 
10 SPEC(K,JCX)=O 0001600 
20 WRITE (30,810) JCX 0001700 
READ (35,820) JTOPE 0001800 
IF (JTOPE.EO.KDONE) GO TO 340 0001900 
KONFIG(I,JCX)=JTOPE' 0002000 
ITT=15 0002100 
DO 30 IT=1,15 0002200 
IF (JTOPE.NE.IWORD(IT» GO TO 30 0002300 
ITT=IT 0002400 
30 CONTINUE 0002500 
IF (ITT.LE.9) GO TO 40 0002600 
IF (ITT.LE.14) GO TO 210 . 0002700 
WRITE (30,580) JTOPE 0002800 
GO TO 20 0002900 
C PROCESS THIS COHPONENT 0003000 
40 WRITE (30,830) 0003100 
READ (35,840) (KONFIG(J,JCX),J=2,5) 0003200 
C WHAT KIND OF COHPONENT IS THIS? 0003300 
GO TO (50,90,100,110,130,150,160,170,190),ITT 0003400 
C INLET 0003500 
50 WRITE (30,850) 0003600 
READ (35,860) SPEC(1,JCX),SPEC(5,JCX),SPEC(9,JCX),SPEC(6,JCX),SPEC 0003700 
1(12,JCX) 0003800 
WRITE (30,870) 0003900 
READ (35,960) XH1,XH2 0004000 
IF (XH1.NE.0.) SPEC(4,JCX)=XHI 0004100 
IF (XH2.NE.O.)~SPEC(6,JCX)=XH2 0004200 
60 DO 70 IJK=1,15 0004300 
KJI=16-IJK 0004400 
IF (SPEC(KJI,JCX).NE.O.) GO TO 80 0004S00 
70 CONTINUE 0004600 
80 WRITE (6,880) JCX,(KONFIG(J,JCX),J=l,S),JCX,(SPEC(K,JCX),K=l,KJI) 0004700 
WRITE (30,880) JCX,(KONFIG(J,JCX),J=1,5),JCX,(SPEC(K,JCX),K=1,KJI) 0004800 
GO TO 330 0004900 
·C COHE HERE FOR DUCTS 0005000 
90 WRITE (30,890) 0005100 
READ (3S,900) SPEC(1,JCX),SPEC(2,JCX),SPEC(4,JCX),SPEC(S,JCX),SPEC 0005200 
1(6,JCX) 0005300 
WRITE (30,910) 000S400 
READ (35,710) SPEC(8,JCX),SPEC(9,JCX),SPEC(10,JCX) 0005500 
i . B1 
WRITE (30,920) 0005600 
READ (35,960) XH1,XH2 0005700 
IF (XH1.NE.0.) SPEC(5,JCX)=XHl 0005800 
IF (XH2.NE.0.) SPEC·:(l,;'JCX)=XH2 0005900 
GO TO 60 0006000 
I"~ COME HERE FOR WATER INJECTORS 0006100 
tOO WRITE (30,650) '; '" 0006200 
READ (35,660) ·IWON 0006300 
SPEC(I,JCX)=IWON 0006400 
WRITE (30;670) 0006500 
READ (35,680) SPEC(2,JCX),SPEC(3,JCX),SPEC(4,JCX) 0006600 
IF (IWON.EQ.l.AND.SPEC(4,JCX).EQ.0.) WRITE (30,690) 0006700 
IF (IWON.EO.l.AND.SPEC(4,JCX).EQ.0.) READ (35,710) SPEC(I,JCX) 0006BOO 
GO TO 60 0006900 
C COME HERE FOR COMPRESSORS 0007000 
110 WRITE (30,930) 000710Q 




DO 120 JJ=3,9,2 0007600 
120 SPEC(JJ,JCX)=l. 0007700 
WRITE (30,950) 0007800 
READ (35,960) XH1,XH2,XH3,SPEC(10,JCX) 0007900 
IF (XM1.NE.0.) SPEC(4,JCX)=XMl 0008000 
IF (XH2.NE.0.) SPEC(6,JCX)=XM2 0008100 
IF (XM3.NE.0.) SPEC(8,JCX)=XH3 000B200 
GO TO 60 000B30C 
~ COHE HERE FOR TURBINES 0008400 
130 WRITE (30,700) 0008500 
READ (35,710) SPEC(1,JCX),SPEC(11,JCX),SPEC(12,JCX),SPEC(2,JCX),SP 0008600 
lEC(9,JCX) 0008700 
WRITE (30,720) 0008800 
READ (35,730) SPEC(14,JCX),SPEC(15,JCX),SPEC(13,JCX) 0008900 
WRITE (30,740) 0009000 
READ (35,750) XH1,XH2,SPEC(10,JCX) 0009100 
SPEC(8,JCX)=I. 0009200 
DO 140 J=3,7,2 0009300 
140 SPEC(J,JCX)=I. 0009400 
SPEC(4,JCX)=AHAX1(1.,XH1) 0009500 
SPEC(6,JCX)=AHAX1(SPEC(11,JCX),XH2) 0009600 
GO TO 60 0009700 
C COHE HERE FOR HEAT EXCHANGERS 0009800 
150 WRITE (30,760) 0009900 
READ (35,710) SPEC(I,JCX),SPEC(2,JCX),SPEC(3,JCX),SPEC(4,JCX) 0010000 
WRITE (30,770) 0010100 
READ (35,960) XH1,XH2,XH3 0010200 
SPEC(5,JCX)=1. ' 0010300 
IF (XH1.NE.0.) SPEC(1,JCX)=XH1 0010400 
IF (XH2.NE.0.) SPEC(2,JCX)=XH2 0010500 
IF (XH3.NE.0.) SPEC(4,JCX)=XH3 0010600 
IF (XM3.EO.0.) GO TO 60 0010700 
WRITE (30,780) 0010800 
READ (35,900) SPEC(S,JCX) 0010900 
no TO 60 0011000 
B2 
C COME HERE FOR SPLITTERS 
160· WRITE (30,790), . 
READ (35.710) SPEC(I.JtX),SPtC(2.JCXj,SPEC(J.JCX) 
GO 10 60 
· .. C COHE. HERE IF HIXER 
170 .WRI1E·(30,590)· 
. READ (3S,440) SPEC(3.JCX) 
IF (SPEC(3,JCX).NE.0.) GO TO 180 . 
WRITE <30,600) 
READ (35,440) SPEC(1,JCX).SPEC(2,JCX) 
180 WRITE (30.610). 
READ (35.470) SPEC(4.JCX).SPEC(S.JtX)· 
GO TO 60 . 
C COME'HERE IF NOZZLE 
190 WRITE (30.620) 
READ (35,710) SPEC(2,JCX),SPEC(5,JCX),SPEC(9,JCX) 
WRITE' (30,410) 
READ (35,900) SPEC(6,JCX),SPEC(7,JCX),STATIC 
IF (STATIC.tO.O.) GO TO 200 
WRITE' (30t630) 
READ (35,710) SPEC(4,JCX) 
SPEC(9,JCX)=0. 
200 WR1TE (30,640) 
READ (35,960) XH1,XM2 
IF (XH1.NE.0.) SPEC(2,JCX)=XHl 
IF (XH2.NE.0.) SPEC(5,JCX)=XH2 
GO TO 60 
C COME HERE FOR LOADS, SHAFTS, CONTROLS, OPTVS, AND LIMVS 
210 IGO=I11-9' 
GO TO (220,230,240.280.290).160 
C COME HERE FOR LOADS 
220 WRITE (30~420) 
READ (35,440) SPEC(1,JCX) 
WRITE (30,430) 
READ (35,440) SPEC(2,JCX),SPEC(3,JCX) 
GO TO 60 
C COME HERE FOR SHAFT . 
230 WRITE (30.450) 
READ (35.840) (KONFIG(K,JCX),K=2,5) 
WRITE (30,460) . 
READ (35.470) (SPEC(K.JCX).K=1.5) 
WRITE (30,480) 
READ (35,900) (SPEC(K,JCX),K=6,9) 
GO TO 60 
C COME HERE FOR CONTROLS 
240 WRITE (30,490) 
READ (35,820) AWORD 
SPCNTL(3,JCX)=AWORD 
IF (AWORD.NE.STAP) GO TO 250 
WRITE (30.500) 
READ (35.510) SPCNTL(4,JCX),SPCNTL(S.JCX) 
GO TO 270 
250' IF (AWORD.NE.DOUn GO TO 260 
WRITE (30,520) 

























































GO TO 270 0016600 
260 WRITE (30,530) 0016700 
READ (35,510) SPCNTL(4,JCX) 0016800 
270 WRITE (30,540) 0016900 
READ (35,440> SPCNTL(6,JCX),SPCNTL(7,JCX) 0017000 
WRITE (30,550) 0017100 
READ (35,510) SPCNTL(1,JCX),SPCNTL(2,JCX) 0017200 
WRITE (30,560) 001730\· 
READ (35,440) SPCNTL(8,JCX),SPCNTL(9,JCX) 001740n 
WRITE (30,570) JCX,JCX,(SPCNTL(K,JCX),K=1,9) 001750r 
WRITE (6,570) JCX,JCX,(SPCNTL(K,JCX),K=1,9) 0017600 
GO TO 330 0017700 
C COME HERE FOR OPTIMIZATION VARIABLE 0017800 
~80 WRITE (30,350) 0017900 
READ (35,510) SPEC(4,JCX),XKON 0018000 
KONFIG(3,JCX)=XKON 0018100 
WRITE (30,360) 001820~ 
READ (35,370) SPEC(9,JCX),SPEC(2,JCX),SPEC(3,JCX) 0018300 
GO TO 60 0018400 
C COME HERE FOR LIMIT VARIABLE 0018500 
290 WRITE (30,380) 0018600 
READ (35,820) AWORD 0018700 
SPLIMV(4,JCX)=AWORD 0018800 
IF (AWORD.HE.STAP) GO TO 300 0018900 
WRITE (30,500) 0019000 
READ (35,510) SPLIMV(5,JCX),SPLIMV(6,JCX) 0019100 
GO TO 320 0019200 
)00 IF (AWORD.NE.DOUT) GO TO 310 0019300 
WRITE (30,520) 0019400 
READ (35,510) SPLIMV(5,JCX),SPLIMV(6,JCX) 0019500 
GO TO 320 0019600 
310 'WRITE (30,530) 0019700 
READ (35,510) SPLIMV(5,JCX) 0019800 
.:::(0 WRITE (30,390) , 0019900 
READ (35,370) SPLIMV(9,JCX),SPLIMV(2,JCX),SPLIMV(3,JCX) 0020000 
WRITE (30,400) JCX,(KONFIG(K,JCX),K=1,5),JCX,(SPLIMV(KK,JCX),KK=1, 0020100 
19) 002020C 
WRITE (6,400) JCX,(KONFIG(K,JCX),K=I,5),JCX,(SPLIMV(KK,JCX),K K=I,9 0020300 
1) 0020400 
GO TO 330 0020500 
330 CONTINUE 0020600 
340 CONTINUE 002070u 
STOP 0020BOP 
L 002090,' 
C . 0021000 
C 0021100 
350 FORMAT (' OPTV- ENTER SPEC NO. FREE TO VARY AND COMPONENT NO. OF C 0021200 
10MPONENT/HAVING THE INDEPENDENT VARIABLE'I' ____ ') 0021300 
360 FORMAT (' ENTER 1. TO TURN ON OPTV, O.=OFF, MIN VALUE AND MAX VALU 0021400 
lE ALLOWED'I' ON MINIMUM MAXIMUM') 0021500 
370 FORMAT (F3.Q,2FB.0) 0021600 
380 FORMAT (' LIMV- ENTER WHETHER STAP, DOUT, OR PERF'I' ____ ') 0021700 
390 FORMAT (' ENTER 1. TO TURN ON LIMV, O.=OFF, MIN VALUE AND MAX VALU 0021800 
IE ALLOWED'I' ON MINIMUM MAXIMUM') 0021900 
400 FORMAT (' KONFIG(1,',I2,')=4H',A4,4(I2,lH,),'SPLIMV(1,',I2,')=',F3 002200~ 
84 
'. :,,' ,' .. ,': ..... ". 
1.0,lH,,2(GI0.4,lH,),A4,5(F3.0,lH,» 0022100 
410 FORHAT (' HUST SET SWITCHES- (SWCH1=0. F,OR CONV.,=l. FOR CD NOll)' 0022200 
1/'(SWCH2=0. FIXED AREA,=I. FLOAT AREA) .(SWCH3=1.-SPECIFY EXIT STAT 0022300 
2IC P'I' SWCHI SWCH2 SWCH3') . 0022400 
420 FORHAT (' ENTER LOAD HORSEPOWER (NEGATIVE) OR HAP NO.'I' ______ ~' 0022500 
1) 0022bOd " 
430 FORHAT (' IF PROPELLOR, ENTER EFFICIENCY AND FISHP @ SLS'/' _____ 0022700 1 _________ ') . 0022900 
440 FOR HAT (2F9.0) '·0022900 
450 fORHAT (' SHFT- ENTER AS INTEGERS, THE COHPONENT"NUMBERS OF THOSE 0023000 
lCOHPONENTS CONNECTED TO THIS SHAFT'/' FROH FRONT TO REAR OF ENGINE 0023100 
2'1' ________ ') 0023200 
460 FORHAT .(1 EHTER SHAFT RPH AND THE GEAR RATIO FOR EACH COHPONENT'!' 0023300 1 ______________________ ') 0023400 
470 FORHAT (F1.0,4F5.0) 0023500 
480· FORHAT (' ENTER HECH. EFF. FOR EACH COHPONENT (ACTUAL/IDEAL HP)'I' 0023600 1 ______________ ~ __ ~ __ ') 0023700 
490 FORHAT ("CNTL- ENTER WHETHER "ERROR" IS STAP, DOUT, OR PERF'!' _ 0023BOO 
1 ___ ') 0023900 
500 FORHAT (' ENTER NO. OF STATION PROPERTY AND FLOW STATION NUMBER'/' 0024000 
1 ____ ') 0024100 
510 FORHAT (2F3.0) 0024200 
520 FORHAT (' 'ENTER NO. OF DATOUT PROPERTY AND COHPONENT NUHBER FOR WH 0024300 
lICH THIS PROPERTY APPLIES'I' ____ ') 0024400 
530 FOR HAT (' ENTER NO. OF PERFORHANCE PROPERTY'/~ __ ') 0024500 
. 540· FORHAT (' ENTER VALUE TO BE ACHIEVED AND TOLERANCE'I' __________ 0024600 
1~ ___ ') . 0024700 
550 FORHAT (' ENTER SPEC NO. FREE TO VARY AND THE COMPONENT NO. OF COM 0024800 
IPONENT BEING VARIED'I' ____ ') 0024900 
.560 FORHAT (' ENTER (IF DESIRED) NON ZERO HINIHUH "AND HAXIHUH VALUES F 0025000 
lOR THE FREE VARIABLE JUST ENTERED'I' MINIHUH HAXIMUM') 0025100 
570' FORHAT (' KONFIG(I,',I2,')=4HCNTL,SPCNTL(I,',I2,')=',2(GI0i4,lH,), 0025200' 
1'4H',A4,1H,GI0.4,IH,/IX,5(GI0.4,IH,» 0025300 
:580 FORHAT (' ILLEGAL COMPONENT NAHE',A6,'RE-DO THIS COMPONENT') 0025400 
590 FORHAT (,. HIXR- ENTER TOTAL TO STATIC PRESSURE RATIO<>1.)OR MACH N "0025500 
10. «1.) FOR MAIN. FLOW INLET, OR 0.'/' ______ ') . 0025600 
600 FOR HAT (' ENTER INLET AREAS OF HAIN AND SECONDARY FlOWS'/'" ______ 0025700 1 ________ ') 0025800 
610· fORHAT (' ENTER VELOCITY COEFFICIENT AND SET VABI=I. IF DESIRED'I' 0025900 
1 VCOEFF VABI') 0026000 
620 FOR HAT (' NOZZ- ENTER FLOW COEFF, VEL COEFF, COHP. NO. OF iNlET'/' 0026100 
. 1 FCOEFF VCOEFF INLET.') . 0026200 
630 .. FORHAT (' ENTER NOZZ STATIC PRESSURE AT EXIT'I' STATIC') 0026300 
640 FORHAT (' ENTER HAP NOS.·IF USING HAPS FOR CF AND eV'I' CFMP CVMP 0026400 
1') 0026500 
650 FORHAT (' WINJ- IF YOU WANT WATER ON NOW- ENTER 1 OTHERWISE 0'/' 0026600 
1_') 0026700 
660 FORHAT (12) 0026800 
670 FORHAT (' ENTER FRACTION OF H20 VAPORIZED, PRESSURE DROP, AND SATU 0026900 
lRATION SWITCH (0 OR 1)'/' ___________ ') 0027000 
6BO FORHAT (2F6.0,F2.0) 0027100 
690 FORHAT (I ENTER WATERIAIRFLOW RATIO'!' ______ ') 0027200 
700 FORHAT (' TURB- ENTER PRATIO,EFF, CORR SPEED, X BLEED IN,i. OF BlEE 0027300 ID INTO FRONT'I' ______________________________ ') 0027400 
710 FOR HAT (5F7.0) 0027500 
!' + 
B5 
~o FOR HAT (' ENTER FACTOR FOR COOLING TYPE, NUHBER OF STAGES, AND HOR 0027600 lSEPOWER SPLIT (USUALLY=l)'!' ______________ ') 0027700 
730 FORHAT (F9.0,2F4.0) 0027800 
740 FORHAT (' IF USING HAPS ENTER NOS. AND 3D ARG VALUE)'!' WHAP EHAP 0027900 
1 3DVALUE') 0028000 
750 FOR HAT (2F5.0,F8.0) 0028100 
760 FOR HAT (' HTEX- ENTER DELP PRIH., DELP SEC., DELTA T GUESS, EFFECT 0028200 1IVENESS'!' ________________________ ') 0028300 
770 FORMAT (' IF USING HAPS ENTER HAP NOS. FOR DELPP,DELPS,EFF'!' DEL 0028400 
1P DELS EFFC') 0028500 
780 FORHAT (' ENTER SCALE FACTOR ON EFFECTIVENESS HAP (USUALLY-1)'!' . 0028600 
1 _____ ') 0028700 
790 FORMAT (' SPLT-ENTER BYPASS RATIO, DELTA P HAIN, DELTA P SEC.'!' 0028800 1 __________________ ') 0028900 
BOO FORHAT ('1WHEN ENTERING DATA YOU HUST RIGHT ADJUST OR USE DECIMAL 0029000 
1POINTS/) 0029100 
810 FORHAT (' ENTER TYPE FOR COHPONENT',I4,', IF FINISHED ENTER DONE'! 0029200 
l' ____ ') 0029300 
820 FORHAT (1X,A4) 0029400 
830 FORHAT (' ENTER UPSTREAH AND DOWNSTREAH STATION NUMBERS OR ZEROS ( 0029500 
lAS INTEGERS)'!' ________ ') 0029600 
840 FORHAT (413) 0029700 
850 FORHAT (' INLET-ENTER INLET WT FLOW,HACH NO., ALT., RECOV, AND DEL 0029800 1TA T'!' ______________________________ ') 0029900 
860 FORHAT (F8.0,F6.0,3F7.0) 0030000 
870 FORHAT (' IF USING HAPS FOR INLET- ENTER HAP NOS. OR ZEROS'I' DRA 0030100 
1G ETAR') 0030200 
S80 FORHAT (' KONFIG(1,'12,/)=4H',A4,1H,4(I2,1H,),'SPEC(1,',I2,')=',5( 0030300 
1G10.4,1H,)/IX,10(G10.4,1H,» 0030400 
890 FORHAT (' DUCT- ENTER DELP, HACH, CET, ETA,I HVFUEL'I' _________ 0030500 1 _________________ ') 0030600 
900 FORHAT (4F6.0,F7.0) 0030700 
910 FORHAT (' IS THERE BLEED FLOW IN OR OUT OR AIR NOT HEATED1- ENTER 0030800 1 AS FRACTIONS'I' __________________ ') 0030900 
920 FORHAT (' IF HAPS FOR BURNER EFF. OR FUEL HV- ENTER NOS.'I' EMAP 0031000 
1HHAP') 0031100 
930 FORHAT (' COMP-ENTER R VALUE, BLEED FRACTION, EFF, PRATIO, CORR.SP 0031200 1EED'I' ____________________________ ') 0031300 
940 FORHAT (3F6.0,F7.0,F8.0) 0031400 
950 FORHAT (' IF USING HAPS ENTER NOS. AND 3D ARG VALUE'I' WHAP EMAP 0031500 
1PHAP 3DVALUE') 0031600 





,'\ ~ APPENDIX C 
SA~1PLE CASE TERHINAL LISTING FOR KONFIG 
WHEN ENTERING DATA YOU HUST RIGHT ADJUST OR USE DECIMl POINTS 
ENTER lYPE fOR COHPONENT 1, If FINISHED ENTER.DONE 
inlt . 
. ENTER UPSTREAM AND DOUNSTREAK STATION MOOERS OR iEROS (AS INTEGERS) 
01 00 02 00 . 
INLET-ENTER INLET "T FLoW,1tACH NO., ALT., RECOV, AND DELTA T 
100. .8 35000. .98 14. 
IF USING KAPS,FOR INlET- ENTER KAP NOS. OR ZEROS 
DRAG ElAR 
o. O. 
KONFIG(l, 1)=4HINLT, 1, 0, 2, O,SPEC(l, 1)= 100.0 ,0.0000 ,0.0000 ,0.0000 ,0.0000 , , 
0.9S00 ,0.0000 ,0.0000 ,,0.3500£ 05,0.0000 ,0.0000 ,14.00 
ENTER TYPE FOR COMPONENT 2, IF FINISI£D ENTER DONE 
CO~P ", 
ENTER UPSTREAH AND,DOWHSTREAK STATION NUKBERS 'OR ZEROS (AS INTEGERS) 
02 00 03 05 
eOHP-ENTER R VAlUE, BLEED FRACTION, [FF, PRAnO, CORR.SPEED 
1.6 .OS .SS 10. 100. 
IF USING HAPS ENTER NOS. AND 3D ARG VAlUE 
WHAP EHAP PHAP 3DVALUE ' 
1001 1002 1003 O. 
KONFIG(l, 2)=4HCOHP, 2, 0, 3, 5,SPEC(1, 2)= 1.600 
1002. , 1.000 ,i003. ,1.000 ,0.0000 




ENTER IFSTREAH AND DOWHSTR£AH STATION NtRIB[RS OR ZEROS (AS INTEGERS) 
03 00 04 00 
DUCT- ENTER DElP, HACH, CEl, ETA,& HVFUEl 
.05 .3 2560. .99 18500 
IS THERE BlEED flOW IN OR OUT OR AIR HOT HEATED?- ENTER AS FRACTIoHS 
o. o. '0. 








KONFIG(l, 3)=4HDUCT, 3, 0, 4, O,SPEC(l, 3)=0.5000£-01,0.3000 ,0.0000 , 2560. ',0.9900 
0.18S0E OS, 
ENTER TYPE FOR COMPONENT 4, IF FINISHED ENTER DONE 
turb 
ENTER UPSTREAM AND DOWNSTREAK STATION NlRtBERS OR ZEROS (AS INTEGERS) 
04 OS 06 00 
TURB- ENTER PRATIO,EFF, CORR SPEED, % BlEED IN,I OF BLEED INTO FRONT 
2.6 .90 1.0 1. .5 
ENTER FACTOR FOR COOlING TYPE, NUKBER OF STAGES, AND HORSEPOWER SPlIT (USUAllY=1) 
O. 1. 1. 
IF USING HAPS ENTER NOS. AND 3D ARG VAlUE) 
WHAP EHAP 3D1JAlUE 
1007 1008 1. 
KONFIG(1, 4)=4HTURB, 4, 5, 6, 0,SPEC(1, 4)= 2.600 , 1.000 , 1.000 , 1007. , 1.000 , 
1008. , 1.000 , 1.000 ,0.5000 , 1.000 ,0.9000 , 1.000 , 1.000 ,0.0000 , 1.000 
ENTER TYPE FOR COKPONENT 5, IF FINISHED ENTER DONE 
nozz 
ENTER UPSTREAM AND DOWNSTREAH STATION NUHBERS OR ZEROS (AS INTEGERS) 
06 00 07 00 
NOZZ- ENTER FLOW COEFF, VEL COEFF, COHP. NO. OF INLET 
FCOEFF VCOEFF INLET • 
• 98 .98 1. 
HUST SET SWITCHES- (SWCH1=0. FOR C<>HIJ.,=1. FOR CD NOZZ) 
SWCH2=0. FIXED AREA,=l. FLOAT AREA) (SUCH3=1.-SPECIFY EXIT STATIC P 
SUCHl SWCH2 SWCH3 
1. 0. 0. 
ENTER HAP NOS. IF USING HAPS FOR CF AND CV 
CFHP CVHP 
0. 0. 
KONFIG(1, S)=4HNOZZ, 6, 0, 7, 0,SPEC(1, 5)=0.0000 ,0.9800 ,0.0000 ,0.0000 ,0.9800 
1.000 ,0.0000 ,0.0000 , 1.000 , 
ENTER TYPE FOR COHP<>NENT 6, IF FINISHED ENTER DONE 
cz 
shfl 
SHFT - ENTER AS INTEGERS, THE COKPONoo NlItBERs IF THOSE CIIfOHOOS CONNECTED TO THIS SHAFT 
. FROH FRONT TO REAR OF ENGINE 
.02 04 07 00 
ENTER.SlWT RP" AND TIE GEAR'RATIO f~ EACH COIIPOHEHT 
8000. 1. 1. 1. O. , 
ENTER HECH. EFF. FOR EACH COItPOHEt(r (ACTUAl/IDEAl·..,' 
1. 1. 1. 1. 
KOHFIG(1, 6)=4HSHfT, 2, 4, 7, O,SPEC(I, 6)= 8000. ,1.000 ,1.000 ,1.000 ,0.0000 
1.000 ,1.000 , 1.000 ,1.000 
'ENTER TYPE FOR COHPOHEN1 7, IF FINISHED ENTER DONE 
load 
ENTER LOAD, HORSEPOWER (NEGATIVE) OR IW NO. 
-100. 
If PROPEUOR, ENTER EFFICIENCY AND F/SHP @ SLS 
o. O. 
,KONFIG(l, 7)=4HL0AD, 0, 0, 0, 0,SPEC(1, 7)=-100.0 
ENTER TYPE FOR COHPONEHT 8, IF FINISHED'ENTER DONE 
cnll , 
CNTL - ENTER WHETHER 'ERROR' IS STAP, DOOT, OR PERF 
slap 
ENTER NO. OF STATICH PROPERTY AND FLOW STATION NUtIBER 
08 06 
ENTER VALUE TO FE ACHIEVED AND TOl.ERAHCE 
O. .001 
ENTER SF'EC NO. FREE TO VARY AND Tt( COHPOfEHT HO. OF COHPOtEHT BEING VARIED 
01 04 




KOHFIG(1, (U=4HCNTltSPCNTUh 8)= 1.000 , 4.000 ,4HSTAP, 8.000 
6.000 ,0.0000 ,0.1000£-02,0.0000 ,0.0000 , 
ENTER TYPE FOR COItPONENT 9, IF FINISHED ENTER DONE 
cnt.l 
CNTL- ENTER WHETHER 'ERROR' IS STAP, DOUT, OR PERF 
stap 
ENTER NO. OF STATION PROPERTY AND FLOW STATION HUKBER 
08 04 
ENTER VALUE TO BE ACHIEVED AND TOLERANCE 
0. .001 
ENTER SPEC NO. FREE TO VARY AND THE COHPONafT NO. OF COHPONOO BEING VARIED 
01 02 
ENTER <IF DESIRED) NON ZERO ItINIItUH AND ItAXIItUtt VALUES FOR THE FREE VARIABLE JUST ENTERED 
MINIMUM MAXIMUH 
1.2 2.6 
KONFIG(I, 9)=4HCHTl,SPCHTL(I, 9)= 1.000 ,2.000, ,4HSTAP, 8.000 
4.000 ,0.0000 ,0.1000E-02, 1.200 , 2.600 
ENTER TYPE FOR COMPONENT 10, IF FINISHED ENTER DONE 
cnt! 
CNTL- ENTER WHETHER 'ERROR' IS STAP, DOUT, OR PERF 
sta? 
ENTER NO. OF STATION PROPERTY AND FLOW STATION NUKBER 
08 02 
ENTER VALUE TO BE ACHIEVED AND TOLERANCE 
O. .001 
ENTER SPEC NO. FREE TO VARY AND THE COttPONENT NO. OF COttPONENT BEING VARIED 
01 01 
ENTER (IF DESIRED) NON ZERO MINIMUM AND ItAXlMUM VALUES FOR THE FREE VARIABLE JUST ENTERED 
MINIMUM MAXIMUM 
0. O. 
KONFIG(I,10)=4HCNTL,SPCNTL(1,10)= 1.000 ,1.000 ,4HSTAP, 8.000 
2.000 ,0.0000 ,0.1000E-02,0.0000 ,0.0000 
ENTER TYPE FOR COMPONENT 11, IF FINISHED ENTER DONE 
C4 
cnt! 
[NTL - ENTER HTHER °ERRmo IS STAP, DOOT, DR PERF 
dout . . . 
. ENTER NO. OF DATOUT PROPERTY AND COItPOHEHT IUtBER FOR IIIICH tHIS PlUERTY APPLIES 
. . 
0806 . 
ENTER VAlUE to BE IlCUiEvED AND TOlERAHCE 
0. .001 . 
ENTER SPEC NO. FREE TO VARY IIHD THE COHPOHEHT HO. OF COHPMNT BEING VARIED 
., , 
,01 06 
ENTER (IF DESIRED) NON zERo KINIHUM AND KAXIHUH VALUES FOR THE 'FREE VARIABlE JUST ENTERED 
MINIMUM ItAXIKOH . 
O. 10000. 
KONFIG(1,11)=4HCNTL,SPCNTL(1,11)= 1.000 , 6.000 ,4HDOUT, 8.000 
6.000 ,0.0000 ,0.1000£-02,0.0000· ,0.1000£ 05, 
EHTER TYPE FOR COKPONENT 12, IF FINISHED.ENTER DONE 
optv 
OPTV- ENTER SPEC No. FREE TO VARY AND COMPONENT NO. OF COHPONENT HAVING THE INDEPENDENT VARIABlE 
04 03 
ENTER 1. TO TURN ON OPTV, O.=OFF, KIN VALUE AND KAX VALUE ALLOWED 
ON MINIMUM MAXIMUM 
0 •. 2160. 2760.. . 
KOHFIG(1,12)=4HOPTV, 0, 3, 0, ·0,SPEC(1,12)=0.0000 , 2160. , 2760. , ~.ooo 

























KONFIG-COHPONENT INPUT CARDS IMAGES 
C6 
APPENDIX D 
PROGRAM LISTING FOR REKONFIG· 
IHPLICIT REALt8 (A-H,D-Z) 0000100 
REAL t8HACH,II,JJ,KK,LL,HH,NN 0000200 
COHHON IDDLI DATINP(15,60),DATOUT(9,60),WTF(40),TOPRES(40),TOTEHP( 0000300 
140),FAR(40),CORFLO(40),VHACH(40),STATP(40),ERROR(40),TOL,TOLT,TOLT 0000400· 
2T,DEPV(20),DTOL(20),PERPF(20),C2HRAT,STCRAT.TFUEL 0000500 




DIHENSION WIPOUT(40), SPCNTL(11,60), SPECSV(9), SPLIHV(15,60) 0001000 
·DIH~NSInM ICAHP(10) . 0001100 
LOGICAL DOALL,DOTHIS 0001200 
DIHENSION IWORD(14), SPECS(15,60), KONFIG(5,60), SPEC(15,60) 0001300 
LOGICAL TABLES,LONG,PUNT,AHAC,LADEL,PINPUT,SPILL,BOAT,INLTDS,DRAW 0001400 
EQUIVALENCE (WIPOUT,WTF), (SPEC,SPECS,DATINP,SPLIHV) 0001500 





DATA ENDIT,HODESV/O.DO,0/,TABLES/,TRUE.I,SPCNTL/660*0,DOI 0002100 
DATA LABEL/.FALSE.I,ITPRT/0/,NHODES/1/,HODESN/1/,PINPUT/.TRUE.I 0002200 
DATA IWORD/4HINLT,4HDUCT,4HWINJ,4HCOHP,4HTURB,4HHTEX,4HSPLT'4HHIXR 0002300 
1,4HNOZZ,4HLOAD,4HSHFT,4HCNTL,4HOPTV,4HLIHV/,STAP,DOUT,PERF/4HSTAP, 0002400 
·24HDOUT,4HPERF/,DRAW/~FALSE.1 0002500 
. DATA AA,BB,CC,DD,EE,FF,OG,HH,II,JJ,KK,LL,HH,NN,PP,QQ,RR,TTIIHA,IHB 0002600 
1,1HC,lHD,lHE,1HF,IHO,1HH,1HI,IHJ,IHK,lHL,lHHilHN,lHP,IHQ~IHR,lHTI 0002700 
READ (9~280)· IDEDAP . . 0002800 
WRITE (lO,~aO) I~EDAP 0002900 
PINPUT=.TRUE. 0003000 
CALL NAHEPR (9,10,a,PINPUT) 0003100 
DO 10 J=1,10 0003200 
10 ICAHP(J)=O 0003300 
RtAD (a,D) 0003400 
DO 20 J=1,1760 0003500 
20 DATINP(J,l)=O.DO 0003600 
NHADES=NHODES 0003700 
DO 230 K=1,NHADES 0003aOO 
AWORD=O 0003900 
DO 30 I~1,300 0004000 
30 KONFIG(l,l)=O 0004100 
PINPUT=.FALSE. 0004200 
CALL NAHEPR (9,10,B,PINPUT) 0004300 
READ (B,D) 0004400 
DOALL=.FALSE. 0004500 
WRITE·(30,240) 0004600 
READ (35,250) ICAHP 0004700 
IF (ICAHP(l).EO.O) DOALL=.TRUE. 0004800 
WRITE (10,290) HODE 0004900 
DO 220 JCX=1,60 0005000 
IF (KONFIG(l,JCX).EO~O) GO TO 220 0005100 
ITT=15 0005200 
DO 40 J=1,14 0005300 
IF ·(KONFIO(l,JCX).EQ.iwORD(J).OR.KONFI~(l,JCX).EQ.J) ITT=J 0005400 
















IF (DOALL) GO TO 60 
DO 50 ICT=1,10 
IF (JCX.EO.ICAHP(ICT» DOTHIS=.TRUE. 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
IF (.NOT.DOTHIS) GO TO 190 
IF (ITT.EO.15) STOP 001 
IF (AWORD.EO.OO) GO TO 190 
WRITE (30,260) JCX,IWORD(ITT) 
GO TO (70,80,90,100,110,120,130,140,150,160,170,190,190,190),ITT 
.WRITE (30,350) (SPEC(I,JCX),I=1,12) 
WRITE (30,340) 
GO TO 180 
.WRITE (30,360) SPEC(1,JCX),SPEC(2,JCX),(SPEC(I,JCX),I=4,10) 
WRITE (30,340) 
GO TO 180 
WRITE (30,370) (SPEC(I,JCX),I=1,4) 
WRITE (30,.340) 
GO TO 180 _ 
WRITE (30,380) (SPEC(I,JCX),I=1,14) 
WRITE (30,340) 
GO TO 180 
WRITE (30,390) (SPEC(I,JCX),I=1,lS) 
WRITE (30,340) 
GO TO 180 
WRITE (30,400) (SPEC(I,JCX),I=1,5) 
WRITE (30,340) 
GO TO 180 
WRITE (30,410) (SPEC(I,JCX),I=1,3) 
WRITE (30,340) 
GO TO 180 
WRITE (30,420) (SPEC(I,JCX),I=1,S) 
WRITE (30,340) 
GO TO 180 
WRITE (30,430) SPEC(1,JCX),SPEC(2,JCX),(SPEC(I,JCX),I=4,7),SPEC(9, 
1JCX) 
WRITE (30,340) 
GO TO 180 
WRITE (30,440) (SPEC(I,JCX),I=1,3) 
WRITE (30,340) 
GO TO 180 
WRITE (30,450) (SPEC(I,JCX),I=1,9) 
WRITE (30,340) 
READ (35,270) AWORD,VALUE 
IF (AWORD.EO.AA) SPEC(1,JCX)=VALUE 
IF (AWORD.EO.BB) SPEC(2,JCX)=VALUE 
IF (AWORD.EO.CC) SPEC(3,JCX)=VALUE 
. IF (AWORD.EO.DD) SPEC(4,JCX)=VALUE 
IF (AWORD.EO.EE) SPEC(S,Jcxi=VALUE 
IF (AWORD.EO.FF) SPEC(6,JCX)=VALUE 
IF (AWORD.EO.GG) SPEC(7,JCX)=VALUE 
IF (AWORD.EO.HH) SPEC(8,JCX)=VALUE 
IF (AWORD.EO.II) SPEC(9,JCX)=VALUE 

























































IF (AWORD.EO.kk) SPEC(ll,JCX)=YAlUE 0011100 
IF (AWORD.ED.Ll) SPEC(12,JCX)·YALUE 0011200 
IF (AWORD.ED.HH) SPEC(13,JCX)·YALUE 0011300 
IF (AWORD.EO.NN) SPEC(14,JCX)-YALUE 0011400 
IF (AWORD.ED.PP) SPEC(15,JCX)=YALUE 0011500 
IF (AWORD.EO.RR) 00 TO (10,80,90,100,110,120,130,140,150,160,170,1 0011600 
190,190,190),ITT 0011700 
IF (AWORD.EO.TT) GO TO 190 0011800 
IF (AUORD.ED.DQ) '00 TO'190 0011900 
GO TO 180 0012000 
190 DO 200 IJK-1,1S 0012100 
KJI-16-IJK 0012200 
IF (SPEC(KJI,JCX),NE,O.) GO TO 210 0012300 
'200 CONTINUE 0012400. 
210 IF (ITT.lE.l1) WRITE (10,330) JCX,(KONFIG(I,JCX).1-1,5),JCX,CSPEC( 0012500 
1KL,JCX),KL-l,kJI) 0012600 
IF' (ITT.EO.12) WRITE (10,320) JCX,JCX,(SPCNTLCI,JCX),I-l,9) 0012700 
IF (ITT.EO.13) WRITE (10,330) JCX,(KONFIG(1,JCX),I-l,5),JCX,(SPEC( 0012800 
lKL,JCX).KL-1,9) , 0012900 
IF (ITT.EO.14) WRItE (10,310) JCX,(KONFIG(I,JCX),le1.5),JCX,(SPLIH 0013000 
lV(Kl,JCX),kL=1,9) 0013100 
220 CONTINUE 0013200 
IF (~WORD.E~.OQ) WRiT~ (10,300) 0013300 
230 CONTINUE 0013400 
PINPUT-.TRUE. '0013500 
DO 235 LAST=1~100 0013600 
235 CALL NAHEPR (9,10,8,PINPUT) 0013700 
STOP 002' ,0013800 
C' ' 0013900 
001400  
,C 0014100. 
,240 FORHAT (' ENTER AS INTEGERS. THE COMPONENTS YOU WISH TO CHANGE SPE 0014200 
lCS FOR'I' IF YOU WISH TO STEP THROUGH THE ENTIRE ENGINE- JUST HIT 0014300 2RETURN'/' ____________________ ') 0014400 
250 FORMAT (1013) 0014500 
260 FORHAT ('OCOHPONENT NO.',I3.' IS A ',A4/'OTO CHANGE A VALUE, ENTER 0014600 
1 IN COLUMN 1 THE INDEX LETTER FOLLOWED BY NEW VALUE (ANYWHERE BUT 0014700 
2 NEED DECIHAL POINT)'/'OINDEX YALUE DEFINITION') 0014900 
270 FORHAT (Al,G40.0) ~014900 
,280 FORHAT (i5M) 0015000 
290 FORHAT (' ID "OD£=',12) .0015100 
300 FORHAT (' lEND') 0015200 
,310 FORHAT (' KONFIG(I,',I2,')-4H',A4,A(I2,1H,),'SPLIHV(1,',I2,')=',F3 0015300 
'1.0,1H,,2(GI0.4,lH,),A4,5(F3.0,lH,» 0015400 
320 FORHAT (' KOHFIG(1",I2,')=4HCHTL,SPCHTL(1,',I2")=',2(G10.4,lH,)~ 0015500 
" l'4H',A4,1H,G10.4,lH,/1X,5(010,4,lH,» 0015600 
330 FORMAT (' KONFIO(I;~I2")=4H',A4,1H,4(I2,1H')"SPEC(1",I2,')=',5( 0015700 
lGI0.4,IH,)/IX,10CG10,4,lH,» 0015800 
340 FORHAT (4H R ,14X,' REVIEW ALL VALUES'/4H T ,14X,' TERMINATE-G 0015900 
I
', 10 ON lti NEXT COHPONtNT'/4H :0 ,14X,' OUIT-END OF PROC~SSIMG FOR E0016000 
, 2NTIRE ENGINE') 0016100 
350 FORMAT ,(4H A ,G14.5,' INLET WEIOHT FLOW'/4H B ,014.5,' FREE ST 0016200 
'j . 
lREAH TEMP.'/4H C ,014.5,' FREE STREAH PRESS.'/4H 0 ,G14.5,' IN 0016300 
2lET DRAG TABLE NO.'/4H E ,014.5,' "ACH NUMBER'/4H' F ,G14.5,' I 0016400 
3NLET RECOV. OR TABLE NO.'/4H G ,614.5,' "AX FLOW ON RECOV TABLE' 0016500. 
03 " . , ," 
4/4H H ,G14.5,' SCALE F ON FLOW IN TABLE'/4H . I ,G14.5,' ALTITUD 0016600 
5E'/4H J ,G14.5,' F/A AT INLET'/4H K ,G14.5,' IF NON ZERO,I=GEO 0016700 
6POTENTIAL ALT.'/4H L ,GI4.5,' DEL T-NON STD. DAY')· 0016800 
360 FORHAT (4H A ,G14.5,' DEL PIP OR TABLE NO.'/4H B ,614.5,' DESI 0016900 
16N DUCT MACH .'/4H D ,G14.5,' BURNER OUTLET TEMP.'/4H E ,G14.5, 0017000 
2' EFF. OR TABLE NO.'/4H . F ,G14.5,' FUEL HV'/4H G ,G14.5,' CRO 0017100 
3SS SECT. AREA'/4H H ,G14.5,' INLET BLEED FLOW/TOT. BLEED FLOW'/4 0017200 
4H I ,G14.S,' EXIT BLEED FLOW/TOT. BLEED FLOW'/4H J ,G14.5,' FR 0017300 
SACT. OF AIR NOT HEATED') '0017400 
370 FORHAT (4H A ,G14.5,' WATER/AIR FLOW RATIO'/4H B ,G14.S,' FRAC 0017500 
1TION VAPORIZED'/4H C ,G14.S,' PRESSURE DROP'/4H D ,G14.S,' SAT 0017600 
2URATION SWITCH (=1)') 0017700 
380 FORMAT (4H A ,G14.5,' R VALUE'/4H B ,G14.S,' BLEED FLOW FRACTI 0017800 
10N'/4H C ,G14.S,' SCALE F ON CORR.SPEED'/4H D ,G14.S,' CORR AI 0017900 
2RFLOW OR TADLE NO.'/4H E ,G14.S,' SCALE F ON CORR AIRFLOW'/4H F 0018000 
3 ,614.S,' EFF. OR TABLE NO.'/4H G ,G14.S,' SCALE F ON EFF.'/4H 0018100 
4 H ,614.S,' PRATIO OR MAP NO.'/4H I ,G14.S,' SCALE F ON PRATIO' 0018200 
5/4H J ,614.S,' 3D MAP Z VALUE'/4H K ,G14.S,' FRACT. BLEED HP L 0018300 
60SS'/4H L.,614.S,' EFFICIENCY'/4H M ,G14.S,' PRATIO'/4H N ,Gl 0018400 
74.S,' CORRECTED SPEED') 0018500 
390 FORMAT (4H A ,614.5,' PRESSURE RATIO'/4H B ,G14.5,' TOT BLEED 0018600 
lIN/TOT BLEED AVAILABLE'/4H C ,G14.S,' SCALE F ON CORR. SPEED'/4H 0018700 
2 D ,G14.5,' CORR. FLOW TABLE NO.'/4H E ,G14.S,' SCALE F ON COR 0018800 
3R. FLOW'/4H F ,614.S,' EFFICIENCY TABLE NO.'/4H 6 ,G14.5,' SCA 0018900 
4LE F ON EFFICIENCY'/4H H ,G14.5,' SCALE F ON PRESSURE RATIO 0019000 
5'/4H I ,G14.5,' BLEED AT ENTRANCE/TOT BLEED IN'/4H J ,G14.S,' 0019100 
63D ARG ON MAP'/4H K ,G14.5,' EFFICIENCY'/4H L ,G14.5,' CORRECT 0019200 
7ED SPEED'/4H M ,G14.S,' HORSEPOWER SPLIT'/4H N ,614.S,' FACTOR 0019300 
8 FOR COOLIN6 TYPE'/4H P ,G14.S,' NUMBER OF STAGES') 0019400 
400 FORHAT (4H A ,G14.S,' DEL PIP OR TAB. REF NO. OF HAIN (HEATED) F 0019500 
lLOW'/4H B ,G14.5,' DEL PIP OR TAB. REF NO. OF SEC. (COOLED) FLOW 0019600 
2'/4H C ,G14.S,' DELTA T (GUESSED VALUE)'/4H D ,614.S,' EFFECTI 0019700 
3VENESS OR TAD. REF. NO.'/4H E ,G14.5,' SCALE F ON EFFECTIVENESS' 0019800 
4) 0019900 
410 FORHAT (4H A ,G14.5,' BYPASS RATIO (DYPASS/HAIN)'/4H B ,G14.5,' 0020000 
1 DEL PIP HAIN STREAM'/4H C ,G14.S,' DEL PIP SECD. STREAM') 0020100 
420 FOR HAT (4H A ,614.5,' INLET AREA MAIN FLOW (NO ITEH C)'/4H B,6 0020200 
114.5,' INLET AREA SECD FLOW (NO ITEM C)'/4H C ,614.5,' TOT. TO 0020300 
2STATIC PRATIO OR MACH NO.'/4H D ,G14.S,' VEL. COEFF. ON MIXED FL 0020400 
30W VELOCITY'/4H E ,614.S,' VADI SWITCH-IF=l TOT AREA FIXED ALWAY 0020500 
4S') 0020600 
430 FOR HAT (4H A ,614.S,' AREA-EXIT CONV.,THROAT CD'/4H B ,G14.5,' 0020700 
1 FLOW COEFF OR TAB REF NO.'/4H D ,614.S,' NOZZLE EXIT STATIC PI / 0020800 
24H E ,614.S,' VELOCITY COEFF. OR TAB. REF. NO.'/4H F ,614.5,' 0020900 
3SWITCH-(0=CONV OR l=C-D) NOZZLE'/4H 6 ,614.5,' AREA SWITCH-(O=FI 0021000 
4X AREA OR l=FLOAT AREA)'/4H I ,G14.S,' IF ITEM D=O. SET = INLET 0021100 
5COMPONENT NO.') 0021200 
440 FORMAT (4H A ,G14.5,' LOAD HP (NE6.) OR TAB. REF. NO.'/4H B ,61 0021300 
14.5,' PROPELLER EFFICIENCY'/4H C ,614.S,' THRUST/SHP AT SLS') 0021400 
450 FORMAT (4H A ,G14.S,' SHAFT RPM'/4H B ,614.5,' GEAR RATIO JH1' 002isoo 
1/4H C ,614.S,' 6EAR RATIO JH2'/4H D ,614.S,' 6EAR RATIO JP1'/4 0021600 
2H E ,614.S,'. GEAR RATIO JP2'/4H F ,G14.5,' HECH. EFF. JH1'/4H 0021700 
3 6 ,614.5,' HECH. EFF. JM2'/4H H ,G14.S,' MECH. EFF. JP1'/4H I 0021800 













SUBROUTINE NAHEPR (IN,HOUT;HREAD,~INPUt) 
INTEGER*2 A(120),AMP/1H&I,E/lHE/,D/lHD/' 
LOGICAL PINPUT 
THIS ROUTINE WRITES NAHELIST CARD IMAGES ON 'NOUT' FROM UNIT 'IN' 
REWIND NREAD 
READ (IN,50,END=40) A 
IF (PINPUT) WRITE (NOUT,50) A 
WRITE (NREAD,50) A 
DO 20 1=1,120 
IF (ACI).EO.AMP.AND.AClf1).EO.E.AND.AClf3).EO.D) GO TO 30 
CONTINUE 





























SAt1PlE CASE TERtUNAl LISTING, FOR REKONFIG 
rn:CirIG S~~:::'LE .SEf'FlOTF ,;r::iE .COllf)mITS 
ENllR tiS nnErF:5, THE CC::?,{;;!EIlTS YOU WiSH TO CHANGE SPECS FOR 
IF. ,'Ot! \:ISH TO STEt n;;iGU;jH THE ENTIRE EtiGINE- JUST lIIT RETURN 
01 OS 
COHPO::Eln NO. 1 IS A INll 


































I1iLET \:EIGHT FLOW 
fREE STREAM TEMP. 
FhEE STREM1 PRESS. 
!lilET rrit~G TABLE 110. 
H~CII !l~!:~:'ER 
INLET nECOV. OR TABLE NO. 
"AX FLOW ON RECOV TADLE 
ECALE F ON FLOW III TABLE 
/.LTITUDE 
rIA AT INLET 
IF NOil ZERO,l=GEOPOTENTIAl AI. T • 
DEL T-.;O}4 STD. DAY 
REVIEW ~LL VALUES 
TERIIWfI TE -GO 011 TO ttEXT COMPONENT 
QUIT -[@ OF PRCCESSUlO FOR ENTIRE EtmmE 
COHf'ONElIT NO, 5 IS A DUCT 

















~EL PIP OR TABLE NO, 
IESlml liUCT tlf,CH t 
BUlmER OUTLET TEtlP. 
EFF. OR TABLE tlO. 
FUEL HV 
CROSS SECT. AREA 
lllLET BLEED FlotJnOT. BLEED FLOII 
EXIT REED FLCWITOT. BLEED FLO''' 
FP,flCT. OF AIR ttoT HEATED 
REV lEU ALL VALUES 
TERI i WATE -GO OH TO HEXT COKPOIIENT 
QUIT-END OF PROCESSING FOR EtlTIRE ENGINE 
... T[mi!ll,HED: STor 00003 







I I . 
SAHPlE SEPARATE FLOW TURBOFAN 
&D DRAW=T,TABlES=T,PINPUT=T lEND 
&D HODE=1 





KONFIG(1,4)=4HCOHP,4,0,5,13,SPEC(I,4)=1.300,0.5000D-Ol,1.0,1004 •• 1.0, 
1005.,1.0,1006.,1.0,0.,0.,0.8600.6.0,1.0. 





























12.00,O.,O.1000D-02,0 •• O •• 
KONFIG(1,21)=4HCNTl,SPCNTl(1,21)=1.0,13.00.4HDOUT,0.O, 
IJ.OO,0.,0.1000D-02,O •• O •• 
&END 
ID AlTP=5000.HACH=.J lEND 
REKONFIG-CHANGE TWO COHPONENTS 
E2 
REKONFIG SAIIPLE. SEPFlOTF , rill. COHPONTS 
EIITER AS nITEGEF,S, THE CQtIPOFENTS YOU llISH TO CHANGE SPECS FOR 
IF YOU 'HSH TO STEP THROUGH WE ENTIRE: ENGIt/E- .rusT HIT RETlIRH 
COMPOnENT UO. 1 IS A HILT 
































































nlLET lIEIGBT FLOW 
FREE SiRuiii TEll? 
FREE STRWi PRESS. 
INLET D?,,~G T~BLE NO. 
tlACH NU/lr:ER 
INLET RECOV. OR TABLE NO. 
flAX FLOi4 ON RECOV TADLE 
SCALE F ON flOW IN TABLE 
IilTITUDE 
FIA AT INLET 
.IF NON ZERO,I=GEOPOTENTIAL ALT. 
DEL T-Nm~ STD. DAY 
t-:ElJIOI ALL VALUES 
TEPJ1UIATE-GO ON TO NEXT COMPONEIIT 
QUIT-END OF PROCESSING FOR ENTIRE ENGINE 
INLET WEICHT FLOW 
FREE STREAM TEMP. 
FREE ST~E~M PR~SS. 
IIlLET DMS triBLE tlO. 
MACH IIUliBER 
INLET r:ECO'J. OR TADLE NO. 
ti"X FlOY 0:1 RECOI) TABLE 
~;CAlE F o:t FLG\J IN TADLE 
~UITUDE 
F/A AT IllLET 
IF NOli ZERO,I=GEOPOTENTIAl ALT. 
t.EL T-MON STD. DAY 
kEI)IEW ALL VALUES 
TERIUNATE-GO m~ TO NEXT COMPonENT 
QUIT -END OF PROCESSItiG FOR ENTIRE amINE 
E3 
. * 
-... . ~ , 
~,~ . ~ ~", ,\' 
coiIPoNOO HO. 2 IS A COlIP 
























DlE£D FLOW FRACTION 
SCAl£ F ON CORR.SP£ED 
CORR AIRFlOW OR TA~lE NO. 
SCALE F ON toRR AIm.ov 
EFF. OR TADlE HO. 
SCAlE f O:l EFF. 
PRATIO 'OR HAP NO. 
SCAlE F ON PRATIO 
3D HAP Z VAlUE 




, REVIEII AU. VAlUES 
TERtflNATE-GO ON to NEXT COHPoNENT 
QUIT -£HI) Of PROCESSING FOR ENTIRE ENGINE 
COHPONEHT HO. 3 IS A SPlT 















BYPASS RATIO (BYPASS/MIN) 
DEl PIP HAIN STREAK 
DB. PIP SECD. STREAK 
REVIEW AlL VAlUES 
TERMINATE-GO ON TO NEXT COMPONENT 
QUIT -END OF PROCESSING flIR ENTIRE ENGINE 
,. . 
E4' 
emir-mlENT NO. 4 IS A COMP ,J. , 
, " 




1.30?O R VALUE 































, . ~ 
',L 
scnLE F ON C~~R.srfED 
CO~R HiRFLC~ OR TAPlE HO. 
SCALE F Ofl CORR AIRflOW 
EFF. OR TABLE NO. 
~CjiLE F Oil EIT t 
FRAlIO OR HAP NO. 
SC,\LE F ON PRATIO 
3D HI;? Z VALUE 




REVIEW ALL VAlUES 
TERMINATE-GO Olf TO NEXT COIfPOtIEHT 
OUlT-ElID OF PROCESSIllG FOR ENTIRE ENGINE 
CGf:;'Q)IElU NO. 5 IS A DUCT 














, D .2800. ' 
T 
D£fINITION 
DEL PIP OR TABLE UO. 
DESIGN DUCT MACH t 
pum;;::R OUTLET TEMP. 
EFF. OR TABLE HO. 
FUEL fN 
CROSS SECT. AREA 
INLET BLEED FLOiIITOT. BlEED flOW 
EXIT BLEED FLO~/TOT. BLEED FLOW 
FRt:CT. OF AIR NOT HEATED 
REVIEW ALL VhLUES 
TERMINATE-GO 01' TO NEXT COHPON£NT 











COHrOUOO flO. 6 IS A T\JRB 
TO CHANGE II VALUE, ENTER IN COlUHH 1 TIE INDEX \.EmR fOlLOWEJ) BY iIEv VAUf (ANlWERE BUT NEED DECIIW. POINT) 
ItmEX VALUE DEFIltITlOH 
A 3.51)00 f>:IESSmE RATIO 
B 0.75000 tOT BLEED INIlOT BlEED IllJAllABl£ 
C l.cOOO SCI':!.£ F ml CORR. SPEED 
D 1007.0 CO';R. FlU:l TABlE HO. 
E 1.0000 ScrJLE F ON COflR. FLOW 
F 1003.0 EFFlcm:CY TABlE NO • 
. 0 1.0000 SCALE F on EFFICIENCY 
.H 1.0000 SCALE F ON PRESSURE RATIO 
I O.COCOO l:tEED AT EUTRfJlCEITOT IllEED IN 
J 1.00~O 3D IIRG Cli HAP 
K 0.90000 £FFICIEllCY 
l 5000.0 CORhECT£D SP£ED 
It 1.0000 11ORSErO:~R SPlIT 
N 0.00000 rACTOR FOR CODUNG TYPE 
P 0.00000 InnmER OF STAGES 
R t£IJIOf All VAlUES 
.J 1ERHIllA TE -GO ON TO NEXT co.~ON£HT 
D OOIT--EHD OF PROCESSING FOR ENTIRE ENGINE 
--" 
.t 
COMPONENT HO. 7 IS A TURD 
. . 




































... l 5200~'-•. 
DEFINITION 
PRESSURE RATIO 
TOT BLEED IIUTOT BlEED AVAIlABlE 
SCAlE F O~ CORr.. SPEED 
CORR. now TABLE NO. 
SCALE F ON CORR. nOli 
EFFICIENCY TABlE HO. 
SCAlE F ON EFFICIENCY 
SCAlE F ON FRESSURE RATIO 
ELEED AT DITRANCEITOT BLEED IN 




FACTOR FOR COOLING TYPE 
NUl:!:ER Of ST ~GES 
REVIEW ALL VAlUES 
TEP..'1U!ATE-GO ON TO tlEXT CO:1PONENT 
QUIT-END OF PROCESSING FOR ENTIRE EtlGINE 
E6 
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